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When you bring the August issue of
T3FS you will get a chance to explore
the festivals of India, stories of Chefs
and the 'Science of Architecture' that is
Vastu Shastra.
Festivals are expressive way to
celebrate glorious heritage, culture
& traditions and witness so many
international tourists, so as in India.
India - a land of festivals, is well
known all over the world as a country
of cultural and traditional festivals,
enthusiastic celebrations of gods and
goddesses, saints and prophets, history,
culture and the advent of new seasons
occur almost daily throughout the
country.
India is a land where people from
different religions coexist harmoniously.
The wide variety of festivals celebrated
in India is a true manifestation of its rich
culture and traditions. There are many
Indian festivals and celebrations. As it
is a secular country full of diversity in
the religions, languages, cultures and
castes, it is always crowded with the
people involved in the fairs and festivals
celebration.
Cooking is not only a response to the
basic human need of feeding ourselves,
and is also more than the search for

The Awesome Farms and Resorts
A 55, Ansals Aravali Retreat, Village Garat Pur Baas, Off
Gurgaon Sohna Road, Badshahpur, Gurugram, Haryana 122102
info@awesomefarms.co.in
(+91)- 9811234603 (+91)-9811366489 (+91)-7011243105

happiness. Here in Hospitality T3FS
conduct exclusive interviews of Chefs
from star hotels to know about their
journey and key factors of the lives of
Chefs.
Whereas when we turn into the
lifestyle we will get to know a lot about
Vastu Shastra. Vastu Shastra is the
ancient Indian science of architecture
and goes about as a guideline to planning
your home and office in the way that
improves positive vitality.
Vastu Shastra is a collection of ideas
and concepts, which are believed to
improve the energies of the place when
applied to its design or architecture,
thereby positively affecting an
individual’s life. The discipline also
helps an individual live in balance with
the five elements of nature – earth, water,
air, fire and space.
Vastu Shastras incorporate traditional
Hindu and in some cases Buddhist
beliefs. Vastu Shastra is the textual
part of Vastu Vidya, the latter being the
broader knowledge about architecture
and design theories from ancient India.
Vastu Vidya knowledge is a collection of
ideas and concepts, with or without the
support of layout diagrams that are not
rigid.

VedikaSharma
vedika@fabianmedia.net

168-A, Somdutt Chambers II, 9, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi - 110066,
Tel. :+91- 9899359708, 9999683737, travokhohlidays@gmail.com, www.travok.net
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tête-à-tête

GPS: Go Paperless
Mr. Harmandeep Singh Anand, Managing Director, Global Panorama Showcase (GPS), shares about the
Key points of GPS in an exclusive interview with T3FS,
• Tarsh Sharma

Q

. What is the main goal of GPS?

The main goal of GPS is to empower
and to educate the travel fraternity from the
Tier II and Tier III (i.e. the secondary and
tertiary) markets across India. The basic
purpose is to reach out to the agents in the
cities where the event is being held. This
year we have extended ourself to Hyderabad and the tertiary markets in the states
of Telangana, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh,
even bordering to Maharashtra will be covered by their presence in Hyderabad. With
Lucknow being another new edition, we
are looking at covering the states of Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Uttarakhand, Uttaranchal
and the agents from around these markets.
So if you look at it we are basically covering a majority of India with our flagship
event down in Nagpur, which has already
been concluded in the month of January
where we've seen an overwhelming attendance of over 1,300 participants with over
120 exhibitors.

Q

. Share about various features you
introduce with GPS?

We are the largest networking opportunity
in the country with a footfall audience of
over 8,000 expected and a 1,000 buyers
being hosted over all the cities. This way
they get an opportunity to interact and
we have introduced several other features
such as the ‘10X’ membership which is a
unique platform where members can get
discounts at various events of GPS and as
a trade visitor they get free access to the
networking lunches and dinners which is
at a value of almost 15,000 rupees per city.
In addition the 10X members get an added
advantage for registration at the EDWIN
programs where they can save anything
between 3,000 to 10,000 rupees as against
a non-member. EDWIN is basically Educational Destination Workshop International
through which we are offering the audience
a first-hand experience of the destination
and services globally, not just restriction
them to the event but to a large array of
products because we have tourism boards,
visa facilitators, insurance companies,
anything and everything related to a travel
industry along with the hotel chains and
airlines. This way they get the whole gamut
of participation from various services that
can help them increase their bottom-line.
It is probably one of the largest marketing e-platforms. We are proud that we are
the only completely green and e-platform
because we do not allow paper at all and
gradually people have accepted this, bringing the use of paper down drastically at our
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events and in some events the use has been
as low as zero.

Q

. How beneficial GPS will prove for
buyers and sellers?

Q

. What make you to come with the
green meeting in a big way?

GPS has completely changed the perception of the exhibitors as the business generally comes from the smaller markets and
we are the first ones to show case it to the
exhibitors and thus, they have been generating a lot of business. This is why 50% of
our exhibitors are repeat exhibitors as they
have seen value and the returns on the investments. If you look at it in terms of data,
since we are the only platform where the
exhibitors-if there a 1000 people registered
for the event-have access to all that data
through the mobile application and they
can promote their products around the year
to this audience and keep them updated
on the various products. The acquisition
cost per data could be as low as Rs.94. It is
completely up to the exhibitors how they
market themselves. We are just the bridge
between the exhibitor and the buyer and
we have proven to be working as a very efficient link that bridges that gap.

We initially launched the GPS app at the
2016 edition in Ahmadabad and thereon
we've seen a huge growth and people have
started accepting the app and they understand that they no longer need to carry brochures or visiting cards. We have a feature
where if some people are carrying their
visiting cards, it can easily be scanned via
the app. But everything is at a cost and we
are trying to optimize the value proposition
that we offer to our exhibitors and literally
the exhibitors at the event are not required
to carry any excess baggage. Everything
is electronically run which is why wifi is
very essential at our events. Therefore we
make sure that everyone carries their smart
phones with the availability of 3G and 4G
( in coming days 5G). In today’s environment in the travel industry one needs to
be well equipped with a smart device and
net connection. As I mentioned earlier, we
are the only platform in the world which is
running its event completely electronically.
Crowd Compass by Cvent has recently
done a Success Story on GPS which has
been globally acknowledged and circulated. The Crowd Compass app built for GPS
has created a wave in the Indian Travel
Industry as it is the first of its kind. It has
managed our exhibitors to save a cost of
over USD-100,000 since 2017 and has also
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saved a large number of trees from being
cut down.

Q

. Tell us about your upcoming
projects?

We are launching EDWIN @ SEA and we
may have Europe by rail and coach as well.
A few events are in the pipeline in terms
of the EDWIN program. Then we have a
Xclusive Club for our partners who have
been supporting us over the years since our
inception in 2013 and the ones who have
committed to participate in at least 6 of our
events in 2018 where we carry their logos
in our marketing material as well as at the
venue. We will also be launching an educational program, EDUX which is the educational express program not only for the new
generation, but also for exist-ing frontline
and management and improving their skills
and how to counter and exist in the new
era of the online travel industry, thereby
preparing them for the travel and tourism
industry espe-cially in the tertiary regions.
GPS has always been a platform where it
gives opportunities to the new comers. We
would be bringing all the knowledge to
their doorstep rather than them venturing
to the bigger metros and having to figure
it out themselves in a very cost effective
manner.
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GPS App : Technology with
Sustainability
• Tarsh Sharma

T

anushka Kaur Anand, Executive Director, Global Panorama Showcase (GPS) in
an exclusive interview with T3FS share about
GPS – A green meeting platform “Following our
tagline ‘GO PAPERLESS WITH GPS’ we have
been successful in making our show a complete
E-Event. With the increased adaptability of the
App, the Exhibitors now showcase their products
& promotional material, which can be easily
accessed by attendees. With the use of the LEAD
SCANNING feature Exhibitors can scan the
badge of the attendee, the scanned data is readily
available for the exhibitor in the cloud storage
in Excel format, hence decreasing the manual
work for one. We are developing in terms of
digital advancements to make the App more
user-friendly. The overwhelming and positive
response at GPS-Nagpur 2018 has surpassed our
expectation. During Educational Seminars and
Presentations, the Speaker and the present Attendees can interact on one-on-one basis through
our LIVE Q&A feature. The App enables the
attendee to exchange cards, make notes, schedule meetings, message other attendee or client,
upload company profiles and also promote their
products using our social wall.

The participants have understood and accepted
that we can save them a lot of their cost and
time, at the same time effectively help them market and share their products. The app is a perfect
solution to provide immediate access to the
complete event, the attendees can stay connected
throughout the year, interact and be updated with
the new business opportunities.
Further moving on we can also have Virtual
Meetings at GPS, where in the Exhibitor can
connect and interact with event attendees without being physically present.
We believe in growing technology and would
be working on putting in as many features as
possible. We are looking forward to create an
event where in a person only needs to carry his
smart phone or tablets and network through the
app.”
“We are introducing the GPS 10X membership, a loyalty card through which attendees can
avail discounts. The 10X members can interact
with one another through the GPS 10X App,
where the new discounts, offers and EDWIN
schedules are updated time to time.
All the upcoming EDWIN Events will be
launched through the GPS App and will have a

Tanushka Kaur Anand

lot of interactive features thus making our educational destinations workshops also paperless and
environmental friendly, thus promoting Sustainable Development.” Ms. Anand share about the
various features of GPS.

GPS: All about the Latest Trends
• Tarsh Sharma

W

hile talking to T3FS, Madhu Saliankar, Director Sales & Marketing, Global panorama
Showcase (GPS) share some GPS insight and said
“Global Panorama Showcase (GPS) is in the 6th
year and it has gained popularity as the premier
B2B travel trade interaction for the Tier 2 & Tier 3
Markets. Connecting India to the world and World
to India has been our primary objective and that
is possible as we add on more events into our calendar. Today we have a loyal and steady footfall
of over 8000 trade buyers and visitors from across
6 cities and we hope to connect and network with
over 10,000 agents in our 6th year.
Over the last 5 years we have achieved in
bringing many tour operators from far flung cities
/Towns of India (120 +) to attend GPS and gain
knowledge about the latest trends and developments of the industry and also gain destination information. Through the buyer attendance, exhibitors too have been able to understand consumer
behaviour, which is different for different markets,
and this has helped them present or put forward
the right product in the relevant markets.
There are many firsts at GPS, for instance being
the first event to be on the e- platfrom, making
meetings easy and convenient, Exhibitors are
able to view the profile of the visitor/ buyers at
the click of a button and this helps in conducting
meaningful meetings.
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Our other achievements is the introduction of
Educational Destination Workshop (EDWIN),
where we take interested tour operators, who are
hungry for knowledge about a destination on an
educational trip. We have successfully completed
2 EDWIN’s since its launch one to Ladakh and
one to Bali. The agents who have been on the
EDWIN’s are today empowered to promote the
destination purely through first hand experience
and knowledge.
We have also started a loyalty club Called 10X,
this is a paid membership club for Tour operators.
This is an annual membership club and members
will benefit from registration to GPS and participation in EDWIN’s at discounted prices. Going
forward 10 X will add more benefits to members
from airlines to cruise, to hotel and more.”
Focusing on GPS as Unique Travel trade show
Ms. Saliankar added “Every GPS event is more
localised, and since it is a B2B initiative, Buyers/
Visitors from the region look forward to meet with
product and suppliers, in their home ground, and
they have sufficient time to evaluate each product
and service provider. Networking and business
development has a new meaning with our social
evenings, a relationship is established here at
GPS. Each exhibitor is able to have over 100
quality meetings in 2 days and over 400 + interactions through business card exchanges, or short
meetings during the social evening. This gives an
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exhibitor enough of data to work on and establish,
develop and maintain relationship over the year
that will result in business growth.”
“We have 8 events in the calendar year, we will
evaluate our performance in the financial year
2018 – 19 and identify markets where we need
to be in, before we announce more events.” Ms
Saliankar emphasized in regards to future plans.
Ms. Saliankar commented “We are committed
to supporting and meeting with the expectations
of both Buyers and Sellers through Travel Trade
interactions. We will also add on few more EDWIN destination, to take knowledge gaining to the
level of gaining hands on experience.”
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Festivals are expressive way to celebrate glorious heritage, culture & traditions
and witness so many international tourists, so as in India.
• Vedika Sharma

I

ndia - a land of festivals, is well known
all over the world as a country of cultural
and traditional festivals, enthusiastic
celebrations of gods and goddesses, saints and
prophets, history, culture and the advent of
new seasons occur almost daily throughout the
country.
India is a land where people from different
religions coexist harmoniously. The wide
variety of festivals celebrated in India is
a true manifestation of its rich culture and
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traditions. There are many Indian festivals and
celebrations. As it is a secular country full of
diversity in the religions, languages, cultures
and castes, it is always crowded with the people
involved in the fairs and festivals celebration.
Being a highly spiritual country, festivals
are at the heart of people’s lives in India. The
numerous and varied festivals that are held
throughout the year offer a unique way of seeing
Indian culture at its best. By taking part in these
colorful festivities, you will see the vitality of
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India today as it embraces the traditions of its
fascinating past.
Undoubtedly, Fairs and festivals add muchneeded enthusiasm to our lives and give us an
opportunity to forget all stress & problems of
life and make merry. They are the very essence
of our vibrant culture. India being a melting pot
of several religions has no dearth of festivals
to celebrate. Here given below are the best
festivals from the different states of India.
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Uttar Pradesh

W

ith its 40 grand festivals and about 2,250 fairs, Uttar Pradesh is considered among the most colourful state of the country. All the occasions
are celebrated with enthusiasm and excitement. These are the occasions when artists exhibit their talent in the most professional manner.
Among which the major fair & festivals are Holi, Diwali, Janmasthmi and Kumbh Mela, which witness great number of domestic as well as
foreign tourists.

Diwali

The Hindu Festival of Diwali is celebrated with great vigor in Uttar
Pradesh. The state wears a vibrant color throughout the Diwali
festival. The beautiful Kartik Purnima festival or the Dev Deepawali
celebrated in Varanasi or Benaras, is a visual delight. Varanasi is the
land of festivals. The full moon night after Diwali falling in November
- December is the sacred day for all the people. The ghats of Varanasi
come alive with thousands of brightly lit earthen lamps. The lamps
then are gently left on the River. Visitors throng in large numbers to
watch this spectacular event.

Holi

Celebrations in UP are not just restricted to Mathura and Vrindavan.
Rather, every nook and corner of the state gets wrapped in the
multitude hues of the Holi. In this rather, conservative state Holi gives
license to the youth to mingle freely and give colourful expressions to
their feelings for each other. Not to be missed are the mouthwatering
delicacies the state has for the festival. Gujiaya, mathri, dahi badas are
a must besides many others festival goodies.

Janmashtami

Mathura, the birthplace of Lord Krishna celebrates and rejoices the festival of
Janmashtami with great enthusiasm. The major festival celebrations take place at
Dwarkadhish Temple. Mathura the birth-place of Lord Krishna, and Vrindavan where
he spent his childhood, both the cities celebrate the festival with equal fervor. Around
more than four hundred temples are dedicated to Lord Krishna in this sacred city. Among
the list of temples, some of the major temples are Banke Bihari, Rangaji, Shri Krishna
Balaram Temple and Gopinath temple.

Kumbh Mela

Kumbh Mela is a mass of Hindu pilgrimages where Hindus and people
from different religion from various parts of the country and across
the world gather to bathe in the sacred river. It is one of the world's
largest religious gathering. The Kumbh Mela 2019 is going to be held
at Allahabad (Prayag) from January 14th, 2019 to March 4th, 2019.
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Uttrakhand

T

he festivals of Uttarakhand are very colorful and distinctive and are the blend of various social and cultural factors. The love for color and
joyous celebrations of the people of Uttarakhand is well reflected by the elaborate rituals and the gay abandon with which they surrender
themselves to the numerous festivals of the region. The people of Uttarakhand with much enthusiasm and ebullience celebrate all the major
festivals of the nation. The colorful festivals celebrated in the state, therefore, curb the culture of Uttarakhand out. The festivals of Uttarakhand have
contributed to the enrichment of the state.

Shiv Ratri

Shivaratri or ‘Shiva's Great Night’ symbolizes the wedding day of Lord
Shiva and Parvati. Many, however, believe, Shivaratri is the night when
Lord Shiva performed the Tandava Nritya - the dance of primordial creation,
preservation and destruction. Celebrating the festival in a customary manner,
devotees give a ritual bath to the Lingam with the panchagavya - milk, sour
milk, urine, butter and dung. Celebrations of Shivaratri Festival mainly
take place at night. Devotees of Lord Shiva throng Shiva temples across the
country and spend ‘the Night of Lord Shiva’ by chanting verses and hymns
in praise of the Lord. The festival holds special meaning for the ladies. They
pray to Goddess Parvati also called 'Gaura', the giver of 'suhag' for good
husbands, marital bliss and a long and prosperous married life.

Shravana

In India's national civil calendar, Śrāvaṇa is the fifth month of the Hindu year, beginning in late
July from the first day of the full moon and ending in the third week of August, the day of the next
full moon. The story behind this festival Sharvana and carrying Kavar is very old. Shravan Kumar
belonged to the time when King Dashratha ruled Ayodhya. He was born to poor and blind parents.
He was strong healthy and honest, and he had a good character. One day his parents told him that
they had become quite aged. They, therefore, wanted him to take them to the various places of
pilgrimage: this could make them fully satisfied and give them abundant peace of mind. In those
days means of transport were scarce and costly, and Shravan Kumar could not afford to hire- them.
He, therefore, decided to place his parents in two baskets and carry the baskets on his shoulder to
the places of pilgrimage.

Harela and Bhitauli Festival

Celebrated in the Kumaon Region of Uttarakhand, Harela falls thrice in a year marking the
commencement of a new season. This Kumaoni Hindu folk festival is celebrated during both
the Navratris, Chaitra Navratri in the month of Chaitra (March/April), Sharad Navratri in the
month of Ashwin (September/October), and in Shravan (late July). This festival is followed by
Bhitauli which is the occasion of giving money to the young girls in the family. It is basically
the agriculturally based communities in the region that pay a lot of reverence to this occasion.
On the first day of this 9 days festival (the two Navratris), women sow 7 types of grains in the
soil, which is symbolic to future harvest. The yellow leaves that are there in the plant during
germination are called as Harela.

Ganga Dussehra

On the occasion of Ganga Dussehra or Dasar, the Ganga river is
worshipped for ten days. This is because according to popular legend,
Ganga descended on earth at this time. She was initially reluctant to
come down from heaven but the meditation of Bhagiratha compelled
her to do so. This is essentially a bathing festival. During this period,
people take a dip in the holy river to cleanse themselves of all their
sins. It is believed that the pure waters of the Ganges can wash off all
your sins.
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Bihar

A

ncient Vedic Religion Festivities of Bihar are steeped in history that has no means
to fathom. Bihar as an ancient land has a long list of festivals and fairs which the
people of Bihar actively take part in.

Sama-Chakeva

Sama is during the winter season that the birds from the Himalayas migrate towards
the plains. With the advent of these colorful birds, celebration of sama-chakeva is done. This
is a festival especially
well-known in mithila.
Mithilanchal dedicates
this festival to the
celebration of the brothersister relationship. Sama
represents the tradition of
this land as well as the art of
making idols. Sama festival
starts with the convivial
of the pair of birds samachakeva. Girls make clay
idols of a variety of birds
and decorate them in their
own fixed ways. Various
rituals are performed and
the festival happily ended
with the 'vidai' of sama and
with a wish that these flora
and fauna return to this land
the next year.

Chatth
Puja

Almost all
civilizations have
worshipped the ‘sun
god’, but it has a
unique form in Bihar.
Chatth Puja is the
only occasion where
the setting sun is
worshipped.
The people of Bihar
have immense faith
in this festival. It is
celebrated twice a

Prateek Hira
IATO Chapter Chairman
Uttar Pradesh, Uttrakhand & Bihar

States of Uttar Pradesh, Uttrakhand and
Bihar are not only lands of festivals, but
actually states where major Indian festivals
originated from. Diwali is being celebrated
in Ayodhya- a birthplace of Lord Rama with
great pomp and show because lord Ram
returned to Ayodhya after 14 years of exile.
Whereas, Janmashtami and Holi in Mathura
where Lord Krishna was born and spent his
glorious years. The government of Uttar
Pradesh has focused on festivals of Diwali
in Ayodhya and Holi in Mathura, such effort
will surely position these festivals correctly
to where they belong.
Lord Buddha spent most of his time
between the two states of Uttar Pradesh &
Bihar made Budh Purnima a special festival
here.
Uttrakhand - The land of saints and yogis
including Lord Shiva and the origin of the
most sacred river Ganges. Two of the states
UP and Uttrakhand witness the biggest
festival is known to mankind, Kumbh- the
biggest gathering on earth, held in Allahabad
and Haridwar. There can be no other better
place to celebrate and witness festivals than
where these originated from or belong to.

year. Once in
Chaitra (according to the Hindu calendar) which falls in March and
in Kartik which falls in November. For this 4-day festival, people
maintain sanctity and purity from even a month ahead. People
celebrate this festival with immense faith the folk songs sung in the
honour of ‘Surya Dev’ and ‘Chatti Maiyya’ can be heard at every nook
and corner the sweetness of the songs lets you feel the holiness of
the festival.Women fast for the good of their family and the society.
Regardless of the social status, to celebrate this festival only the faith
counts. Though it is a festival of the Hindus, some of the Muslims also
participate actively in the puja.

Buddha Purnima

Buddha Purnima celebrates the birthday of Lord Buddha. It also
commemorates his enlightenment and death. It's the most sacred
Buddhist festival. Many Hindus believe Buddha to be the ninth
incarnation of Lord Vishnu, as indicated in scriptures. Each
year in the holy city of Gaya, around 1000 Buddhist monks from
countries all over the world took out a peace march to mark the
occasion.
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Punjab

P

unjab has traditional, religious and state festivals organized and celebrated throughout the state. These festivals are full of messages and are
linked with Punjab's culture and reflect the various phases of its life depicting some of the distinct Punjabi traits.

FAIRS

Rauza Sharif Urs

Rauza Sharif Urs is celebrated in the memory of
Sufi Saint Sheikh Ahmed Farooqi Sirhindi who
was a disciple of Khawaja Baqi Billah. The fair
takes place on the Fatehgarh Sahib-Bassi Pathan
road in Fatehgarh Sahib.

Jor Mela

Annual three-day Shaheedi Jor Mela is held
at Fatehgarh Sahib Gurdwara in memory of
Sahibzada Zorawar Singh and Fateh Singh.
Processions are taken out and Sikh games are
displayed in the three-day Mela.

Bathinda Virasat Mela

The mela showcases traditional Punjabi culture
at the Jaipal Theme Village inside the Bathinda
Sports Stadium. The mela also involves heritage
walks from Gurdwara Haji Rattan to Jaipalgarh
theme village.

Vaisakhi / Baisakhi

This is the time when harvest is gathered in and
the farmer exults in the fulfillment of his year's
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hard work. Since this fair is also an expression
of prosperity, singing and dancing constitute
its most enchanting features. Punjab's famous
Bhangra and Giddha are inextricably linked
with this festival

Mela Maghi

Muktsar Fair It is one of the largest Sikh fairs
held in Punjab. The fair is held in the middle of
January on the Makar Sankranti day. It is one of
the great Sikh festivals and lasts for three days.

Baba Sheikh Farid Aagman

Baba Farid, a 12th-century Sufi Saint, visited
Faridkot, named after him. The fair takes place
at Gurdwara Tilla Baba Farid and includes
cultural and sporting events.
The mela takes place every year between 19
September and 23 September, Evolving from its
spiritual origin associated with the visit of Sufi
Prophet.

FESTIVALS

Kila Raipur Sports Festival

In February every year, the Kila Raipur Sports
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Festival takes place showcasing bullock, dog,
mules, camel and other animal races. Games
include being run over by farm machinery, bullock
chariot racing, horseback acrobatics and other weird
demonstrations of strength. And this event is better
known as RURAL OLYMPIYAD. The nearest town
is Ludhiana for Kila Raipur

Hola Mohalla

Hola Mohalla every year, spring is ushered in by the
Sikhs with the celebration of a vigorous and colorful
festival at Anandpur Sahib. The festival is slated for
the day after Holi and is called Hola Mohalla.
It was here at Anandpur Sahib that Guru Gobind
Singh, the tenth and last guru, instituted the pahul
(baptism of the Khalsas), and elected the panj pyare
(the beloved five), and militarized his followers into
the order of Nihangs (warrior-mendicants) at this
site.

Patiala Heritage festival

Started in 2003, the festival takes place in Patiala
in the Qila Mubarak Complex, which lasts for ten
days. The festival includes the Crafts Mela, Indian

programs also include shabad kirtan, theatre, music
and dance.

Harivallabh Sangeet Festival

It is held at the Devi Talab Mandir in Jalandhar city
every year on 27–30 December, the music festival
honors the memory of Swami Harivallabh The
festival is recognized by the Government of India as
a National festival of music.

Basant Festival of Kites

Local fairs are held in various places on Basant.
The ruler of Kapurthala princely state, Maharaja
Jagatjit Singh, started the Basant Panchami fair
In Hoshiarpur, a fair is held at the Boeli of Baba
Bhandari where thousands of men, women and
children participated and pay obeisance at the
samadhi of martyr Dharamvir Hakikat Rai. Basant
in Punjab is associated with Hakikat Rai who laid
down his life to fight for the right of people to
follow their religion of choice. At the fair held at the
Boeli of Baba Bhandari, it is customary to hold kite
flying.

Gurupurabs

The festivals held in honor of the Sikh Gurus are
called Gurupurabs. They are well spread over the
year but there are three important ones.

Lohri

Lohri, which comes on the last day of Poh
(December-January), is an extremely popular
festival. This is a special day for making offerings to
fire. The first Lohri for a new bride, or a new-born
babe, is enthusiastically celebrated, and sweets are
distributed.

Teej Festival

This festival is celebrated during the monsoon
season. The festival of teej center’s on girls and
women getting together in the village greens
and tying swings to the trees, which is tried and
replicated in cities also.

Manmeet Singh
IATO Chapter Chairman
Punjab

Punjab has a very rich culture and heritage
which is also depicted by fairs and festivals
celebrated here. Some of them have a
reckoning not only in Northern India but
are known and celebrated worldwide. The
footfall of foreign tourist is increasing
with some initiatives being taken by the
government to promote fairs and festival
abroad such as Amritsar festival, Kila Raipur
Fair, Patiala Festival, Hola Mohalla festival.
But still, a lot is supposed to be done to
put these events into the world calendar of
must-visit fairs & festival destinations for
international & also domestic tourist. Punjab
is on the right track of exploring tourism
potential and we hope it will be able to
achieve the scale and height it deserves with
the blessings of travel fraternity not only
from all states of India but also from around
the globe.

classical music (vocal and instrumental) and dance
concerts.

Kapurthala Heritage Festival

The Baba Jassa Singh Ahluwalia Heritage Festival
is held by the Kapurthala Heritage Trust, in
collaboration with the Indian National Trust for
Arts and Cultural Heritage and supported by the
Government of Punjab. The festival takes place at
Jagatjit Palace and centres on classical music, dance
and theatre.

Amritsar Heritage Festival

Bhangra, giddha, gatka troupes, horses and
elephants form the part of the festival. The cultural
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Nagaland

N

agaland has a rich diversity of ethnic groups, languages, religions, climates and landscapes.
The land is home to some 16 different kinds of tribes with distinct and fascinating cultures.
More than 80% of the population lives in small, isolated villages and practice their own
rituals and traditions which have been existing since centuries. Nagaland has a rich diversity of
ethnic groups, languages, religions, climates and landscapes. Due to the existence of a number of
different kinds of tribes, their distinct cultures and customs, life in Nagaland is one long festival.

Hornbill festival

A 21st century creation of Nagaland is the
Hornbill festival, an event which is now getting
known globally. During Hornbill, which takes
place December 01 – 10, the entire Naga culture
is showcased in full plendor in the Kisama
village of Kohima district. The government of
Nagaland welcomes one and all to this mega
event for a preview of what the state has to offer
in terms of culture, traditions, tourism interest
and industry.

Hega the Zeliangs invoke God to bless his
people with wealth, luck and courage. This is
considered as an auspicious time for young
couples to tie the nuptial knot. The festival
begins with a variety of programmes and
merrymaking.

The Kuki

District: Kohima
Main Festival: Sekrenyi
The Sekrenyi festival of the Angami tribe falls
on the 25th day of the Angami month of Kezei.
It is a celebration of purification accompanied
with feasting and singing. A highlight of
Sekrenyi is the Thekra Hie, when the village
youths gather and croon traditional songs
throughout the day.

District: Peren
Main Festival: Mimkut
The Kukis are one of the tribes who followed
a southerly migration route and were known
as Aishen when they migrated from Manipur.
Later some of them also migrated to Meluri
sub-division towards the Indo-Myanmar border.
Kukis celebrate Mimkut, a harvest festival, for
a week from the 17th day of the Kuki month of
Tolbol. It is said that Mimkut and other festivals
started in order to appease Thilha the demon.
The village medicine man (Thempu) sacrifi
ces fowls and performs a series of rituals to
propitiate the spirit of the during this festival.

The Rengma

The Kachari

The Angami

District: Kohima
Main Festival: Ngada
The Rengmas commemorate the Ngada festival
for eight days just after the harvest. It is the
festival of thanksgiving and rejoicing. Ngada
also underscores the end of the agricultural year.
The village high priest (Phensengu) heralds the
beginning of the festival at the top of his voice,
so that the villagers can prepare themselves for
it.

The Zeliang

District: Peren
Main Festival: Hega
The Zeliangrong are formed of three tribes,
namely, the ZEmei, the LIANGmei and the
RONGmei and the name Zeliangrong is
derived from the fi rst few syllables of these
three individual tribes. Hega, their matrimonial
festival, is dedicated to the almighty. Besides
seeking his protection and guidance, during
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District: Dimapur
Main Festival: Bushu
The Bushu (or Bushu Jiba) is a post harvest
festival which usually falls in the month of
January after the paddy is
harvested, threshed and
stored. Although the exact
date is not fixed, people
generally celebrate it
around a full moon night
in January because it is
believed to be auspicious.

entertainment that began after the harvest, cease
along with the Tsukhenye festival. The festival
lasts for four days – on the fi rst morning, the
village priest sacrifi ces the fi rst rooster that
crows. The men folk purify themselves by
bathing in a designated well where no women
are allowed. After bathing, they invoke the
Almighty for strength, long life, good harvest

The Chakhesang

District: Phek
Main Festival:
Tsukhenye & Sükrunyi
A new year of activities
begins with the arrival
of spring; all activities
related to sports and
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etc During Sükrunyi , considered as the most
important Chakhesang festival, the boys
and girls are consecrated through religious
ceremonies and rituals. Sükrunyi is celebrated
over a total of eleven days.

The Pochury

District: Phek
Main Festival: Yemshe
Yemshe is the festival for blessing the upcoming
harvest. All the Pochuries celebrate this festival
with great pomp and gaiety anticipating a good
harvest. Yemshe is observed only on October 05
in tune with the traditional days of the event

The Chang

District: Tuensang
Main Festival: Naknyulem
The Chang share an affinity with the Sema,
Lotha, Ao, Yimchungrü, Phom, Sangtam and
some Southern Naga tribes, as can be deduced
from old legends. Naknyulem is a festival of
bonding through the exchange of gifts and
delicacies amongst friends and relatives – meat,
wine and freshly packed bread are abundantly
used. Festivities run throughout the day through
games like top spinning, tug-of-war, high jump,
long jump, climbing of oiled poles and grabbing
big lumps of cooked meat hung in rows along a
bamboo rope strung at a height. The womenfolk
play and compete with the instrument
Kongkhim.

The Ao

District: Mokokchung
Main Festival: Moatsü
A bonding festival, Moatsü Mong is celebrated
by the Ao after the season of sowing is over –
the festival, celebrated with vigorous singing
and dancing continues the customary practices
of making the best rice beer and rearing the
best pigs and cows for slaughtering during
the festival. The womenfolk, dressed in their
traditional fi neries, join the men folk in
composing warrior songs. Villagers sing songs
to eulogize the lovers and the village folk as a
whole. The elders encourage the youth to be
bold and heroic for defending the villages from
enemies, a custom continued from the headhunting days.

The Konyak
District: Mon
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Main Festival: Aoleang
The forefathers of the Konyak believed they
were direct descendents of Noah and they have
biblical names like Mosa, Kaisa, Aron etc. It
is also believed that they crossed a mythical
gate called Alemkaphan which the Konyaks
interpret as gate of the sun. The village heads
still use the word Wang (Angh) for themselves,
meaning ‘the beginning of everything’. Aoleang
Monyü is an ancient spring festival celebrated
by all Konyaks in the fi rst week of Aoleang
lee (April) since time immemorial. Aoleang is
observed to mark the end of the old year and to
welcome the new-year beginning with spring.
Prayers are offered to God for a bountiful
harvest.

The Phom

District: Longleng
Main Festival: Monyü
A new-year festival, the arrival of Monyü
is announced by the beating of log drums
with a distinct tune traditionally called Lan
Nyangshem. A feature of this festival is the men
folk showing respect to their married daughters
or sisters by offering them specially prepared
food and rice beer – this custom refl ects the
high status of women in a Phom household.

The Khiamniungam

Districts: Tuensang
Main Festival: Miu
A bonding festival, a main purpose of Miu is to
build and reinforce relations between a maternal
uncle and his nephews and nieces. The
maternal uncle offers special prayers to deities
for granting prosperity and power over enemies
to his nephews and nieces.

Main Festival: Mongmong
The Sangtams have about twelve festivals
spread over the calendar year including some
special functions. Except a few types, all the
festivals are connected to food production,
blessings and prosperity. Mongmong is one of
the most important festivals of the Sangtam.
The predominant theme of the festival is the
worship of the deity of the house and the three
cooking stones in the fi replace.

The Lotha

District: Wokha
Main Festival: Tokhu Emong
Tokhü Emong is the harvest festival of the
Lothas and the entire village participates in the
celebrations. Every household prepares food
& drink for friends, family, neighbours that are
invited to each other’s house and this continues
for days.

The Sumi

District: Zunheboto
Main Festival: Tuluni
Tuluni, in the Zunheboto language, means rice
beer and true to its name, the festival sees a
lot of consumption of the beverage and food
during the summer when the granaries are full
and food is abundant. The event is also called
Anni, which means the season of plentiful
crops. Another feature of this festival is the
exchange of gifts and hosting of meals between
betrothed couples and their families.

The Yimchungrü

District: Tuensang/Kiphire
Main Festival: Metumniu
The Yimchungers celebrate Metumniu after the
harvest of millet. It is an emotional event, for it
is combined with prayers for the departed near
and dear ones. An elder, known as Kheanpuru,
inaugurates the festival after due prayers. The
festival is spread over 5 days known distinctly
as Shito, Zhihto, Zumto, Khehresuk and
Sheresuk.

The Sangtam

District: Tuensang/Kiphire
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Odisha
A

land of varied
cultures and
traditions, Odisha
(Orissa) automatically
serves to be a land of
festivals. Religion or
folklores, tradition or
agriculture and seasonal
variations or ethnic dance
forms; all serve to be a
setting for the celebration.
Odisha (Orissa) celebrates
one or other festival
every month giving an
opportunity to the visitors
and natives both to enjoy
and have real fun.

Konark Dance
Festival

The enthralling Konark Dance
Festival is held every year, from
1st to 5th December in Open
Air Auditorium, Konark, in
the backdrop of the mammoth
Sun Temple is co-organised
by the Tourism Department
and Odissi Research Centre
way back in 1986, to provide a
platform for classical dancers
in India and as well as to act as
showcase for India’s cultural
depth where dance forms are
concerned. It also comes as
a right opportunity for the
budding artists who are yet to
make their presence felt on the
international scale.
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Toshali Craft
Mela

Janata Maidan in Bhubaneswar
gets abuzz with traders from
across India who bring along
some of the most exquisite
handicrafts and home decor
items at the Toshali National
Crafts Mela that is held in
December every year. The
crafts fair is
hosted amid
attractive folk
performing
arts and
Odissi music
performances
every day.
An array of
crafts from

trendy travel trade with food & shop

various Indian states and
many exclusive craft forms
of Odisha are available at
the annual fair organized
by Ministry of Tourism,
Odisha Tourism, Department
of Textiles, Handloom and
Handicrafts, Government of
Odisha and Development
Commissioner for Handicrafts
and Handlooms.

JK Mohanty
IATO Chapter Chairman
Eastern Region

Odisha is the land of rich culture and
tradition and is known for her colorful
festivals. There are festivals relating to
numerous religion, culture, tribes, ancient
temples, local shrines. The major and
grandest of all festivals of Odisha is Rath
Yatra, held at Puri in the month of June or
July every year. It is the sacred journey of
Lord Jagannath with brother Balabhadra and
sister Subhadra in wooden chariots from
Jagannath temple to another shrine called
Gundicha Ghar where the deities stay for
nine days. On the last day, they returned
from Gundicha Ghar to Jagannath Temple
which is called Bahuda Yatra. Lakhs of
devotees from all over the world gathered at
Puri to observe this world famous festival.
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Trade Update

Holiday Loans to Enjoy Dream Vacation

A

How Holiday Loans are helping working professionals
to enjoy their dream vacation?

s your friends start sharing their
suggestions of all probable holiday
hubs on the WhatsApp group, you’re
caught by both surprise as well as discomfort.
You had expected the long-delayed reunion
to happen, but not the very next month, aftera
financially-draining month that has left you with
nothing but pennies. To your surprise, 5outof
your6 friends, at least 2 of whom you didn’t
expect to even agree, have already given their
nod for the reunion, and you don’t want to be the
one receiving flak for stepping back this time.
But whom are you going to ask for financial
assistance?
Lately, holiday loans are proving themselves
quite effective in helping people battle financial
difficulties such as this.Financial institutions,
such as banks and digital lending platforms, have
started recognizing holiday loansas a critical loan
product sincethe demand continues to burgeon
for travel-related personal loans. The advent
of technology-driven lending platforms within
the landscape has furthertransformed the whole
scenario. Today,fintechlending platforms are
extending holiday loans ranging fromRs. 50,000
to up to Rs. 5,00,000to working professionals
foras long as 12 months. These platforms
have eliminated the exhaustive paperwork that
would accompany loansfrom banks or FIs,
throughtheir proprietary algorithms, and are
extending financial support to even those who do
not have a credit history. These fintech lending
platformsmerelyrequire PAN card number,

digital copies of bank statement, and salary slips,
along with address proof from the applicant to
approve a loan. Their physical copies are verified
afterthe initial approval by such platforms. It
takes a maximum of up to 48 hours from the
initial loan application to the money being
transferred to an applicant’s bank account.

LoanTap

Loantap is aFinTech company, gives compelling
reasons to make holiday plans. Taking loans
with flexible repayment option is better than
postponing your travel plans due to paucity of
funds. Gone are the days when people used to
save in advance to spend on dream holidays.
Whether you need to travel for a faraway
relative’s wedding, or want to fund a holiday
of a lifetime such as a honeymoon or round the
world trip, LoanTap offers a unique holiday loan
which is designed to offer a blend of interest
only payments in the initial 3 months and fixed
EMI payments for the rest of the tenure. Thus,
your monthly outflow is lesser in the initial few
months.Apart from financial benefits, these loans
can be availed online, quickly and with minimum
documentation.

OML

OML p2p is a leading peer to peer lending
platform that enables quick matchmaking
between borrowers ad lender. So, next time if
you lack funds while packing your bags. You
know where to login for instant funds.

Not just Fintech but also Cruise planners
have realized that the most common travel woes
is one' budget. How nice would it be if you could
afford your travel plans with no hesitation, pay
your money in part payments as deposit and final
payment to take an international trip without
burning a hole in your pocket at one go. Cruises
are quite economical with different packages
depending on customer’s requirement to what
the general perception goes and cruise lines are
making every providence for travelers when it
comes to payment modes. Like, early booking
advantage not only gives one price advantage but
also allows one to book a cruise by just making
a nominal payment depending upon the length
of the cruise and the remaining payment could
be made 60 days prior travel. This saves one
from making the lump sum payments at once and
could help plan their investments better.

TIRUN

TIRUN the exclusive India Representative for
Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. with a portfolio of
3 of its cruise brands including Royal Caribbean
International, Celebrity Cruises and Azamara
Club Cruises offers exciting international cruise
travel to their customers wherein they don't have
to stress on paying the entire amount in one
go but can pay a deposit amount as stipulated
depending on the length and duration of your
cruise. Generally with payments in the initial
days before taking the trip in 2 breaks.

The Viral Party

Someone said that Good parties create
a temporary youthfulness. And if the
party is full of fun and frolic and new
ideas, it results in a new vitality.

T

hat newness in parties that results in
bringing people together and celebrate
together is the magic that The Viral
Party aims to create. Viral Party is all about
so many incredible and breathtaking gettogethers with some very special people.
The objective is to turn ideas into reality and
events that truly rock. The Man behind the
concept of The Viral Party is Ankoor R Pasari
who himself has travelled around the globe.
All this is done through innovative ideas,
scrupulous planning and attention to detail,
ensuring nothing is left out when it comes to
creating downright fabulous, seamless and
memorable celebrations.
With years of experience and a dedicated
team of creative professionals and stylists,
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everything is done to
bringing innovative
ideas to life and craft
events as evenings – and
nights - to remember.
The intention is to
create magical memories
with the best parties that
have the most creative
ideas. A party is more
than just food, music
and wine. If an occasion is not remembered
for "how much fun it was" is not really a
celebration.
As Ankoor Pasari says, "We are the
devils, because we are in the details. We love
jumping through the hoops for you so you can
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have the time of your life. We make sure your
party becomes the talk of the town!”
With vast experience, Viral Party has
organized parties in Thailand – Dubai –
Russia – Belgrade –Odessa – Kiev- Baku
– Bali – Bucharest – Mamaia- Prague –Goa –
Ibiza and more.
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Rs. 50 crores for Govardhan Parikrama

T

he Minister of State (I/C) Shri. K.
J. Alphons has said that Govardhan
Teerth of Mathura needs to be made
into a world class destination and the
Govardhan Maharaj Utsav shall be organized
in October every year. The Minister conveyed
this after a site inspection in Mathura to
assess the requirements for development
of facilities at a meeting with the officials
of State Government on Wednesday. Shri.
Alphons added that it has also been decided,
in-principal, to include tourism amenities at
Kusum Sarovar, Mansi Gate, Chandra Sarovar
for development of facilities for pilgrimage
in the project. In addition, provision for
installation of CCTV, PA system, Wi-Fi

system signages will also be included. The
Uttar Pradesh State Government will be
submitting a Detailed Project Report in this
regard.
Earlier, the UP State Government had
submitted a proposal for development of
infrastructure facilities at Govardhan Teerth
in Mathura. During the visit, the Minister has
announced Rs. 50 crore for the development
of Govardhan Parikrama. Till date, projects
worth Rs. 118.23 crores have already been
approved by the Ministry of Tourism under
PRASHAD Scheme during the last four
years, which are under various stages of
implementation in Mathura and Varanasi in

the state.
these project during the years 2014-15,
2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18 and the current
financial year.

14.62 Million Jobs in the Country

T

he Minister of State (I/C) for Tourism Shri. K
J Alphons said that the Tourism Sector alone
has created 14.62 million job opportunities
in the country in the last four years. Addressing the
media in New Delhi, the Minister further elaborated
that the Tourism sector provides opportunities to
skilled as well as unskilled job seekers thereby
providing employment to all sections of the society.
The Minister added that Tourism Ministry is now
focusing on promotional activities to bring attention
of the tourists about the unexplored areas of North
Eastern states of India, like the largest cave network
of Asia which is in Meghalaya. Refuting the recent
reports in the media on ‘Safety of women in India’,

initiatives to ensure safety and security of tourists.
In view of this, the Minister said that guidelines on
Safety and Security of Tourists have been issued for
States/UTs and 14 states already have Tourist Police
in one form or other.

the Minister ascertained that India is safe for tourists
and added that Ministry also has taken various

The Minister also added that more focus is
given to the Cruise Tourism sector with the Tourism
Ministry investing Rs. 100 crore and the Shipping
Ministry contributing a corpus of Rs. 250 crore to
the sector. The cruise ports are being developed at
Mumbai where it is along with an entertainment
complex, and also Cruise jetties in Goa, Cochin,
Chennai and Visakhapatnam.

Meet the Leaders

T

he Minister of State (I/C) for Tourism,
Shri. KJ Alphons, held an interactive
session with Ambassadors and diplomatic
representatives of various countries stationed in
Delhi. The Ambassadors/representatives of fifteen
countries including Austria, Argentina, Bhutan,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Greece, Philippines,
Brazil, Malaysia, Germany, Indonesia, Finland,
Russia, New Zealand and Oman were present for
the meeting. The meeting was held to promote
bilateral tourism between India and these countries.
Addressing the participants, the Minister
said that the Indian culture can contribute a lot
to the world community and Indian culture and
philosophy talks about bringing happiness and
joy to all, and we want to promote and spread this
message to the world. Shri Alphons also outlined
the overall growth trajectory of the Indian Tourism

Industry, especially in the
year 2017 where the Foreign
Tourist Arrivals crossed the
`10 million mark for the first
time and with the inclusion
of NRI’s, the international
tourist arrival stood at 15.54
million.
The participants
highlighted the importance
of improving connectivity to
promote tourism and a few
countries requested for direct flights of Air India
connecting the capital cities of various countries
to India. They also offered to give incentives to
Bollywood producers/directors for shooting films
at beautiful locations in their countries.

The Ministry of Tourism has identified Buddhist
Circuit as one of the thematic Circuits under
its flagship "Swadesh Darshan” Scheme for
development of Infrastructure in various states in
the country with the help of State Government/
Private stakeholders.

IHCL: Commitment to Empower

T

he Indian Hotels Company Limited (IHCL)
has championed the cause of skilling less
privileged youth in India to support the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
Since 2007, IHCL's Building Livelihoods
Programme has trained and certified over 20,000
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youth who have dropped out from schools from
identified remote areas, urban slums and tribal belts
in association with Industrial Training Institutes,
Non-Governmental Organizations, TISS School
of Vocational Education and Tata Strive amongst
others. In line with its ethos of community building
and development, IHCL along with Tata Strive
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currently runs fourteen skill centers across India.
A large number of these skill training efforts have
been in Housekeeping, Food & Beverage Services,
Spa, Kitchen and Bakery trades and are structured
as practical short courses with in-built on-the-job
exposure, training in soft skills and basic spoken
English.
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India Tourism Mart
The Minister of State (I/C) for Tourism, Shri. K. J. Alphons announced that the Tourism
Ministry in partnership with the Federation of Associations in Indian Tourism and
Hospitality (FAITH) and with the support of State /UT Governments will organize the
‘first ever’ India Tourism Mart (ITM) from 16th to 18th September, 2018 at Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi.

T

he objective of the event is to create
an annual Global Tourism Mart for
India in line with major international
travel marts being held in countries
across the world. The Mart will provide a
platform for all stakeholders in the tourism
and hospitality industries to interact and
transact business opportunities.
Addressing the media in New Delhi, the
Tourism Minister said that India with its great
potential in tourism and hospitality sector

needs to dramatically increase the foreign
tourist footfall and reap the benefits. The
Minister added that the Tourism Ministry has
been conducting foreign road shows, releasing
theme based promotional videos and thus, the
ITM 2018 will be a big step which will get
buyers from all over the world. Shri Alphons
also hoped that through ITM 2018, India can
showcase its hidden destinations to the world,
especially to emerging tourism markets like
China, Latin America, and Japan etc. The
Minister also hoped that with this event, the

Government’s aim of bringing the Tourist
footfall to double in next three years shall
be fulfilled. The Minister thanked the entire
Tourism Industry for coming together and
for their active involvement in materializing
this global event which has been due for a
long time. The Tourism Minister, during the
Consultative meeting with States held prior
to the briefing, urged all the states to come
up quickly with unique promotional videos
etc. so that it can be showcased for better
publicity.

Speaking at the event, the Tourism Secretary, Smt Rashmi Verma said that ITM will be the best platform for the States to
showcase their products to international buyers, opinion makers and bloggers and attract more tourists to their respective states.
The Secretary added that till now only few states like Kerala, Rajasthan were conducting the Tourism Marts and only a few
states have participated in International Marts. Therefore, ITM 2018 will be a great opportunity for other states who neither
have their own Marts nor ever participated in any International Marts to showcase themselves in front of the International
buyers. Smt. Verma also conveyed that the Overseas Tourism Offices will make the list of buyers which shall be verified and
finalized by a Committee which has all the Tourism/Hospitality associations so that only genuine buyers take part in the Mart.

The Chairman of the organizing committee and FAITH Secretary, Shri Subhash Goyal said that it has been for the first time
that the Tourism industry stakeholders are coming together for such a large scale event and with Ministry’s support and quick
decision the ITM 2018 has now been realized. He conveyed that FAITH is the apex organization of all the important trade
and hospitality associations of the country with all the 10 major Tourist organizations like FHRI, HAI, IATO being involved in
this mega event and India Convention Promotion Board (ICPB) shall coordinate the whole event. Shri. Goyal also said that a
dedicated website shall be there.

SKAL India New Team

A

s the term of the current SKAL National
Committee Board came to an end, a new
SKAL National Committee Board for the
term 2018 – 2020 was elected at the SKAL India
AGM held at Hotel Grand Hyatt Bolghatty – Kochi,
on 20th July 2018.

International Councillor – Sk. Mario Sequeira
(Director, Tonia Estates & Resorts, Goa)
Director - Young Skal – Sk. Roop Chadda
(Grande Bay Resort & Spa, Advisor, Chennai)

Director - Membership Development & Public
Relations – Sk. Kamal Hingorani (SVP &
Head, Inflight Services & Customer Experience,

SpiceJet Ltd, Gurgaon)

President – Sk. Ranjini Nambiar (C.E.O Footloose Yatra Consultants, Bengaluru)
1st Vice President – Sk. Carlisle JS Vaz (C.E.OCharson Advisory Services, Mumbai)
2nd Vice President – Sk. Sanjeev Mehra
(Director - Aaryan Leisure & Holidays Pvt Ltd,
Kolkata)
Secretary – Sk. Shekhar A Divadkar (Head
Hospitality -Alcon Group Business, Goa)
Treasurer – Sk. Shailesh Nair (Managing
Director, Mystikal Holidays, Kochi)
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NTO Update

Singapore Received 6 lakh Visitors from India
Singapore has received over 6 lakh visitors from India between January to May 2018,
reporting a 17% year-on-year increase from 2017.

T

The year 2017 was a record year for STB
as visitor arrivals from India had crossed
the 1 million mark for the third time in
a row, showcasing the highest growth rate at
16% in comparison with all markets. India also
continues to be the top source market for visitor
arrivals in the cruise segment for Singapore. Last
year, 127,000 cruise passengers from India sailed

out of Singapore’s shores, showing a year-onyear increase of 25% from 2016.
In 2017, the Singapore Tourism Board
(STB) undertook several initiatives to
deepen its position in India. These included
its association with the Bollywood movie
‘Badrinath Ki Dulhania’, participation in cruise
forums and travel trade events such as SATTE

2017, partnerships with airlines, launch of
the Vegetarian Food Guide and unveiling of a
new brand identity, Singapore: Passion made
Possible, among others. Early this year, STB
organised roadshows in Jaipur and Mumbai,
participated in SATTE 2018 and organised a
two-day Consumer Travel Fair in Bangalore to
engage with Indian travellers.

Israel: Multicity Roadshows in India

I

srael Ministry of Tourism (IMOT) has
announced a four city roadshow in the
months of July and August in India in
alignment with its plan to increase Indian
arrivals to the country. The Ministry will begin
with its maiden roadshow in Nashik on July 19
followed by Ahmedabad on August 27, Kolkata
on August 29 and concluding in New Delhi on
August 30.
With an aim to enhance commercial ties
with the Indian travel fraternity and strengthen
media relations, the events will start off with a
destination presentation leading to an interactive
workshop followed by a press conference with

the IMOT team. The Israeli delegation will be
led by Hassan Madah, Director, Israel Ministry
of Tourism, India & Philippines along with
Judah Samuel, Director - Marketing, Israel
Ministry of Tourism, India and will include
representative partners from the tourism industry
of Israel.

flights from Mumbai to Tel Aviv, and Arkia
Israeli Airlines has also expressed interest to
begin operations between Israel and India soon.
Furthermore, the country has reduced its visa
fee as well to INR 1,100 from its previous INR
1,700 charge for Indian citizens to encourage
Indian travellers to visit Israel.

Air India recently announced an increase
in weekly flight frequency on the New DelhiTel Aviv direct route to fly four times a week
starting 14th July, 2018. The airline will now fly
on Saturday in addition to Tuesday, Thursday
and Sunday every week. In addition to Air India,
El Al Israel Airlines currently operates direct

Israel offers a plethora of things to do and
see to cater to the discerning traveller. From the
historical city of Jerusalem to the beach city of
Tel Aviv; from the Dead Sea, the lowest point
on earth, to the marvellous underwater marine
life of Red Sea in Eilat, Israel is truly a dynamic
destination.

Turkey Sign MoU with Linkin Reps

A

dding one more feather to its cap, Linkin
Reps recently bagged the PR & Media
representation account for Turkish
Culture and Tourism Office in India. A leading
travel representation company in India, through
this association, Linkin Reps, through a well

though strategy and year-long media plan will
work towards highlighting Turkey as a destination
for Indian travellers, ease of travelling, cultural
affinity and present its lesser known, lesser
explored destinations to Indian audience. In
brief, to promote Turkey as a complete tourism

destination will be the prime focus of Linkin Reps
during its tenure.
The decision was driven by Turkey’s growing
outbound demand, witnessed in the steady rise in
visitation from India, along with rises in the length
of stay and spending power of Indian travellers.

Komal Seth, Director, Linkin Reps. Pvt. Ltd.
We are elated to have entered the partnership with Turkey Culture and Tourism Office. With India being the
growing source market for Turkey, we aim to derive greater growth into the region through PR partnerships
and working closely with the media as well as Travel Trade in India. With a series of campaigns planned, we
will give a complete spin to the brand outlook in India and strengthen Turkey’s positioning as the first choice of
destination for tourists from India.
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Vibrant Fair & Festivals of Telangana

Indulge in Indian culture by being a part of popular fairs and festivals of Telangana.

Explore the vibrant festivals and fairs of Telangana along with different cultures. Each corner has a different story! Find out the story and fall in
love with Telangana. Grab the chance to explore the true flavours of every region. Let the travel bug bite you and take you to these fascinating
places with interesting fairs and festivals in Telangana. Here are the most vibrant fair & festivals which are not celebrated other than in
Telangana and envisage the true tradition and culture of Telangana.

• T3FS Desk

Bathukama

Bathukamma is a colourful and vibrant festival of Telangana
and celebrated by women, with flowers that grow exclusively in each
region. This festival is a symbol of Telangana’s cultural identity.
Bathukamma comes during the latter half of monsoon, before the
onset of winter. The monsoon rains usually brings plenty of water into
the fresh water ponds of Telangana and it is also the time when wild
flowers bloom in various vibrant colors all across the uncultivated and
barren plains of the region. The most abundant of these are the ‘gunuka
poolu’ and ‘tangedu poolu’. There are other flowers too like the banti,
chemanti, nandi-vardhanam etc. Bathukamma is celebrated by the
women folk of Telangana, heralding the beauty of nature in vibrant
colors of multitudinous flowers.

Nagoba Jatara

Nagoba Jatara is a tribal festival held in Keslapur village, Inderavelly
Mandal Adilabad district, Telangana, India. It is the second biggest
tribal carnival and celebrated by Mesaram clan of Gond tribes for
10 days. Tribal people from Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Orissa and
Madhya Pradesh belonging to the Mesram clan offer prayers at the
festival. Thousands of Tribal people from Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh,
Orissa, Karnataka, jharkhand and Madhya Pradesh belonging to
the Mesaramclan offer prayers at the festival Nagoba. It's Starts in
pushyamasam. The 10-day festival has begun after tribal priests
performed abhishekam to Nagoba idol at the temple in Keslapur with
water fetched by themfrom river Godavari in Jannaram mandal,
70 km away from the village.

Bonalu

Bonalu is a Hindu Festival where Goddess Mahakali is worshiped. It is an
annual festival celebrated in the twin Cities Hyderabad and Secunderabad
and other parts of Telangana state, India.
Bonalu is celebrated usually during Ashada Masam that falls in July/
August. Special poojas are performed for goddess Yellamma during the
first and last day of the festival. The festival is considered as a form of
thanksgiving to the Goddess after the fulfillment of vows. Bonam literally
means Meal in Telugu, which is an offering to the Mother Goddess.
Women folk in household prepare rice that is cooked along with Milk,
Jaggery in a New Earthen or Brass Pot, which is adorned with Neem
Leaves, Turmeric and Vermilion. Women carry these pots on their heads
and make an offering of Bonam, including Bangles and Saree to the
Mother Goddess at Temples. Bonalu involves worship of Kali in her
various forms such Mysamma, Pochamma, Yellamma, Dokkalamma,
Pedamma, Poleramma, Ankalamma, Maremma, Nookalamma etc.

Special Focus

Sammakka Saarakka Jaathara

Sammakka Saralamma Jathara or Medaram Jathara is a tribal festival
of honouring the goddesses celebrated in the state of Telangana, India.
The Jatra begins at Medaram in Tadvai Mandal in Warangal district.
It commemorates the fight of a mother and daughter, Sammakka and
Saralamma, with the reigning rulers against an unjust law. It is believed
that after Kumbha Mela, the Medaram jathara attracts the largest number of
devotees in the country. An estimated 10 million people gathered in 2012.
It is celebrated in Medaram during the time the goddesses of the tribals
is believed to visit them. Medaram is a remote place in the Eturnagaram
Wildlife Sanctuary, a part of Dandakaranya.
There are many legends about the miraculous powers of sammakka.
According to a tribal story, about 6-7 centuries ago, that is in the 13th
century, once a troop from the Koya tribal community was returning from a
trip, when they saw a little girl playing with the tigers. The head of the troop
saw the girl and inspired by her bravery, he adopted her and named her
as Sammakka. Later she married a headman of a neighboring tribal group
and had a daughter, Sarakka. Both the mother and daughter protested the
Kakatiya kings who forced the tribes to pay taxes. Both the women fought bravely and reportedly lost their lives. The Koya community constructed this
temple as a token of gratitude. Annually an event called Sammakka Saralamma jathara is held which is considered as one of the largest tribal festivals of
the world.

Komuravelli Mallanna Jaathara

Komuravelli Mallikarjuna Swamy Temple popularly known as Komuravelli
Mallanna Temple is located on a hill in Komuravelli village of Siddipet
district in Telangana state.
Komuravelli Mallikarjuna Swamy Temple popularly known as Komuravelli
Mallanna Temple is a Hindu temple located on a hill in Komuravelli village
of Siddipet district in Telangana state. It is located near Siddipet on SH–1
Rajiv Rahadari. The primary deity is Mallanna or Mallikarjuna Swamy who
is an incarnation of Lord Shiva. The deity is also called as Khandoba by
the Maharashtrian people. The temple is located about 85 kilometers from
Hyderabad.
Mallanna along with his consorts Golla Kethamma, Goddess Ganga and
Medalamma, Goddess Parvati are at the main temple. The Oggu Katha
singers sing the tale of Mallanna here. Devotees offer prayers to Mallanna
with the help of Oggu Pujaris who draw a rangoli called as Patnam ( A form
of offering prayers to Lord ) in front of Lord Mallanna inside temple and
also in temple's verandah.
Large number of devotees visit the Mallanna temple during Maha
Shivaratri when the Pedda Patnam is celebrated and also during the Agni
Gundaalu which is celebrated on the sunday falling before the Ugadi. The festive season, called as Jatara begins from Sankranti and lasts till Ugadi.
Large number of devotees offer prayers to the deity on all sundays which falls in between Sankranti and Ugadi.
Another temple, Konda Pochamma temple is nearby which is visited by the devotees who visit Mallanna temple.

Chittaramma Jathara

The Gramadevata of Gajularamaram village in Hyderabad.
The goddess of the poor and downtrodden, Chittaaramma Devi temple
is located in Gajula Ramaaram in Hyderabad. This is one of the most
popular Jaatara’s of Telangana region.
Chittaramma Jathara is a popular temple festival held at Gujalaramarama
Temple, Hyderabad.
This Jathara is celebrated in Pushya Masam as per traditional Telugu
calendar. Thousands of devotees throng the temple to offer special pujas
to Goddess Chittaramma, the Gramadevata of Gajularamaram village in
Hyderabad.

How to Reach
By Rail :- Secunderabad Railway Junction
By Air :- Rajiv Gandhi International Airport in Hyderabad
By Road :- 6 national highways form a large network of roads in the state
August 2018
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Brussels Airlines Promotional Fares

B

russels Airlines, a 100% owned subsidiary of
Deutsche Lufthansa AG, announced special
flight fares for Economy class travellers to
over 70 European destinations. The offer is especially
lucrative for customers looking to cover multiple
destinations in one-trip using value-for-money deals.
Effective for sale from July 30 until August 10,
2018, passengers travelling on Brussels Airlines can
avail these special fares for travel until December 31,
2018. The limited period sale will allow passengers
to travel to destinations within Europe at a price
starting as low as INR 39,000 inclusive of taxes. The
special fares are applicable to all Brussels Airlines’
flights on Mumbai-Brussels route and its network
of 70+ Eurpoean destinations. These fares will offer
considerable savings for guests and are available for
return bookings.

about 9 million passengers a year to, via and from
Brussels Airport to cities like London, Manchester,
Birmingham, Edinburgh, Bristol, Geneva, Paris,
Lyon, Toulouse, Stockholm, Milan and Madrid.
The airline also offers intercontinental flights to
New York, Toronto, Washington and 24 African
destinations.

amongst its cabin crew to cater to the needs of their
Indian guests on the Mumbai flights. They work
hand in hand with the airline’s Belgium-based crew
members.

On board Brussels Airlines’ Airbus A330,
customers have the choice between Business Class,
Economy Privilege or Economy Class. The stateOn its Mumbai flights Brussels Airlines combines of-the-art inflight entertainment with touchscreen
Belgian and Indian hospitality in its catering, its
provides more than 100 hours of movies, series,
movie selection and even in its crew composition.
music and games.
The airline counts Indian cabin crew members

Brussels Airlines connects Mumbai directly to
Brussels, the key connection point in Belgium that is
located less than 2 hours away from popular tourist
destinations like Paris, Rome, Copenhagen, Madrid,
and others.
The Mumbai-Brussels flight schedule allows
seamless connections to several important cities,
leisure destinations and business centres in Europe,
Africa and North America. Brussels Airlines serves
over 100 destinations from Brussels and carries

Don’t Stop Collecting Memories

J

etPrivilege’s hotels platform is a one stop
unique destination where one can compare
prices across 15 lakh properties around the
world and earn JPMiles on every completed
stay. The accumulated JPMiles can be redeemed
for Free Flights on Jet Airways and its partner
airlines. The ever-growing online hotels
platform recently expanded its partner network
and choice for its customers by on-boarding new
booking partners like Expedia and Hotels.com.
JetPrivilege has partnered with some of the
finest Indian & global hotel chains as well as
online aggregators to add depth and variety to
its offerings. hotels.jetprivilege.com boasts of
partnerships with leading industry players like
Booking.com, Agoda.com and Homestay.com to
name a few, which offer the best deals, and price
comparisons across different partners, variety of
accommodation preferences and JPMiles earning
opportunities for all completed stay bookings.
With hotels.jetprivilege.com, JetPrivilege
members can share their stay experiences by
writing reviews on TripAdvisor and are just one
step away from entering a world of rewards,
delights and privileges.

one completed stay bringing them closer towards
Free Flights are Award Flights booked using
the aspirational free flight to 1000+ destinations JPMiles as a reward currency excluding taxes
worldwide.
and carrier charges. Manish Dureja, Managing
Director, JetPrivilege said "At JetPrivilege, we
Besides the expansive reach of the platform,
endeavour to bring added value to our members
reserving stays with the platform partners offers
for their every interaction. Our partnerships
numerous benefits to the customer. From earning
with prominent hotel aggregators for hotels.
JPMiles on all bookings, Free Cancellation,
jetprivilege.com has helped us strengthen our
Book now & Pay later options, to writing hotel
overall consumer value proposition as a leading
reviews and having the option of booking
travel and lifestyle centric loyalty and rewards
home stays and BnBs’, hotels.jetprivilege.com,
program. We will continue to build this platform
enables the JetPrivilege member to earn JPMiles
and introduce new partners to offer superlative
faster and get closer to their Free Flights to
customized experience, great value, and
destinations of their choice.
convenience to every member."

JetPrivilege prides itself for being a customer
centric programme aimed at creating value for
its members through a multitude of offerings. In
line with this focus, when booking holiday stays
through the hotels.jetprivilege.com, members
can earn up to 6 JPMiles per INR 100 spent and
sometimes even more than 5000 JPMiles for just
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Korean Air: Cargo Flights to Delhi

K

orean Air will launch cargo flights
between Incheon and Delhi, a trade and
business hub of Northern India, from
July 17, 2018.
Korean Air is currently operating direct
passenger flights from Incheon to Mumbai
and Delhi, each three and five times a week.
The decision to introducethe cargo flight
accompanies the South Korean government’s
new diplomatic strategy to strengthen
partnership with India, and rapid growth of
the Indian market. Korean Air will operate
its Boeing 777Ffreighter three times a week
(Tuesday/Thursday/Saturday).
The Boeing 777F is a next-generation
lightweight freighter with a maximum payload
of over 100 tons. Once filled with fuel, it can
travel over 9,000 kilometers (5593 miles). Its
fuel efficiency allows the aircraft to be used in
long-haul cargo routes such as Europe.
“Demand for air cargo from Asia to India
has shown a sharp boost recently; an average

of 6.5% annual increase in the last three
years,” a Korean Air spokesperson said. “We
are anticipating new demand and improved
profitability through optimized cargo routes.”
Meanwhile, Korean Air is preparing to take

a new leap forward in the air cargo business,
celebrating its 50th anniversary next year. The
airline willbe using its next-generation freighters
such as Boeing 777F and Boeing 747-8F, as well
as its new air cargo system “iCargo” to improve
customer service.

Etihad Airways - In-Flight Guest Medical Services
existing medical conditions, ensuring
continuity of care and in-flight safety.
The one-stop-shop services – the
first in the region to be offered by
an airline – will be carried out by
members of the Etihad medical team,
all of whom are qualified in aviation
and transport medicine.

E

tihad Airways, the national airline of the
United Arab Emirates, has launched two
specialised services for air travellers with pre-

The first service allows guests,
who require medical clearance prior
to travel, the opportunityto request
an Etihad aviation doctor to visit
them and conduct an evaluation in
consultationwith their attending physician.
All medical forms and assessments will be

completed by the Etihad doctor on-site, leading to
arecommendationabout their“fit to fly” status within
one day.
The second service is the introduction of an inflight nurse who can accompany guests during their
trip and provide medical support.
Dr. Nadia Bastaki, Etihad Airways’ Vice President
Medical Services, said: “Etihad is delighted to be
the first airline in the region to provide these new
medical services which will cater for guestswho
require medical assistance during their travel.
“Both services will help ensure our guests have
a smooth and hassle-free journey, greatly removing
unnecessary anxiety they sometimes feel when
travelling.”

A new Business Lounge at Paris-Charles de Gaulle

A

fter having revealed the first part last January and having already
welcomed more than 200,000 customers, Air France presents its
entire brand new Business lounge located in Hall L of Terminal
2E at Paris-Charles de Gaulle Airport.
With a total surface area of 3,200 sq. m. and a capacity of 540 seats,
this completely redesigned lounge offers several new features for optimum
comfort:
• "Le Balcon", an exclusive space created by the designer Mathieu
Lehanneur;
• A chic and elegant cocktail menu created by the Hotel Lancaster in Paris;
• The largest wellness area of all the Air France lounges;
• A Kids area to entertain children before their trip;
• The "Gourmet Table" a catering area where a chef prepares the dish of
the day in front of customers;
• Several other areas for a tailor-made experience.
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When they arrive in the lounge, guests can easily find their way around thanks
to an interactive plan at the entrance. They can browse all the services available,
depending on how much time they have.
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Cathay Pacific : Non-stop Services to “The Emerald City”

C

athay Pacific will commence a new
non-stop service to Seattle on 31 March
2019, becoming the only airline that
will directly link Hong Kong with the fastestgrowing city on the west coast of the United
States.
Cathay Pacific Chief Executive Officer
Rupert Hogg said the Seattle route, which will be
operated by the airline’s state-of-the-art Airbus
A350-900 aircraft, underscores the airline’s
expansion strategy to connect new destinations
not otherwise served from Hong Kong – and to
link its home, one of the most innovative cities
in Asia, with tech hubs the world over.
The Cathay Pacific Group is undergoing a
period of unprecedented growth, with nine new
destinations having already been announced for
launch this year.
Mr Hogg added: “We are very pleased to
be introducing Seattle and to provide more
convenience and choice to our customers. There
are strong business, trade and cultural ties
between Hong Kong and the city and we believe
there will be considerable demand for both
business and leisure travel on this new route.
“We have developed a significant presence
in the United States and the launch of Seattle
not only reaffirms our commitment to the
important North American market but also to
strengthening Hong Kong’s status as Asia’s
largest international aviation hub.”

The four-times-weekly service will see
Seattle become the airline’s eighth passenger
gateway in the United States, and its 10th in
North America. Cathay Pacific currently serves
Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York
(JFK), New York (Newark), San Francisco,
Toronto and Vancouver. A new Cathay Pacific
service to Washington DC will commence on 15
September 2018.

The airline’s customers will enjoy a superior
experience when they fly between Hong Kong
and Seattle. Cathay Pacific’s A350-900s are
amongst the quietest and most environmentallyfriendly aircraft in the sky and are equipped
with comfortable seating, an enhanced inflight
entertainment system and Wi-Fi connectivity
across Business, Premium Economy and
Economy classes.

Air Arabia two new Airbus - A320 Aircraft

A

ir Arabia, the Middle East and North
Africa’s first and largest low-cost carrier
(LCC), announced it has taken two new
Airbus A320 aircraft deliveries bringing its total
operating fleet to 53 aircraft.
The latest Airbus A320 arrived on schedule
from the Airbus facility in Toulouse, France,
marking the completion of all deliveries this
year.

Adel Al Ali, Group Chief Executive Officer,
Air Arabia, said: “The delivery of our last two
aircraft for 2018 marks a significant step in the
development of our fleet expansion strategy
especially as we added 12 new routes this
year. We are proud to have created one of the
industry’s most modern fleet through exceptional
organic growth which helped us offer customers
a wider range of destinations at great value.”
The new A320 aircraft have gone straight
into service across Air Arabia’s over 150
destination network served from the main carrier
hubs in the UAE, Morocco and Egypt. The
world-class comfort seats offering one of the highest
airline added 12 new routes from its hubs in the UAE,
seat pitch of any economy cabin across the globe and
Morocco and Egypt in the first half of 2018.
therefore, offering passengers extra leg room to sit
The A320 family is the world’s best-selling
back and relax during their flight.
and most modern single-aisle aircraft family. All
The next delivery will be Air Arabia’s first
Air Arabia aircraft cabin interiors are fitted with a
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A321neo LR to join the fleet early next year. Adding
the A321 to the fleet will enable the low-cost carrier
to extend its fleet reach and therefore enter new
markets as well as better serve existing high-density
routes.
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Indian Cuisine - Lot of Innovations and Adaptations
Chef Vinod Saini, Master Chef Indian, The Leela palace, shares about the contrast between the
traditional and modern culinary world in an exclusive interview with T3FS.
• Vedika Sharma

Q

History plays an intrinsic part in food
– how has this affected what they eat in
India today?
A. It is indeed true that history plays an
intrinsic part in food as it is one of the most
basic requirements. Food conceived at a certain time in history has a story to narrate as
it belonged to an era which had its own distinctive attributes based on region, culture,
traditions and people. Traditional cuisines
are reminiscent of the era that our ancestral
generations thrived on and are passed on to
us as legacy and thus it must be treasured.
India has such a rich past and amalgamation of so many cultures that ‘cuisines’ from
every region has a cultural background and
fascinating anecdotes to them that they have
immense potential to make any Indian dining experience highly distinctive.
So while ancient India primarily was vegetarian, by the time we study about medieval
India, we see a gradual shift in eating habits
as the series of rulers from central Asia,
kept introducing new culinary items into the
Indian subcontinent.
Like we all know that North and South
India both have different cuisine styles. If
we talk about North, Rajput and Mughals
have stayed the longest and they have had a
considerable influence on the food scene as
both had the concept of extensive kitchens
and they continue to inspire our offerings
today.

Q

. What similarities in cooking did you
find? Was it the simple way we now
treat our produce?

of Life

Slice

A. Indian cuisine has gone through a lot
of innovations and adaptations. While the
Indian cuisine primarily had been rich in
flavors and curry, Europeans introduced us
to cleaner techniques such as roasting and
grilling. Railway Mutton Curry, a version

34

of Mutton curry and DakBunglow Roasted
chicken, a version of chicken stew were
modified keeping in line with the delicate
palate of British. And these have become a
part of Bengali cuisine

Q

. Will any of the dishes you discovered be making their way onto your
restaurant menus?
A. Well at Jamavar we have several dishes
that inspired by the medieval era. One of
the signature dish Raan-e-Jamavaar is a
delicacy prepared from the leg of kid lamb
marinated with spices, grilled in the tandoor and served with a splash of rum. The
lamb is sourced from Jaipur known for the
best. The succulent Galouti Kebab made
with 25 spices has meat minced several
times over that it’s as soft as a delicate
pate and well smoked. The cooking style
encompasses the best of both the culinary
worlds- traditional and modern.
Some of our dishes such as the wellknown MurgTinkaMakhani, MurgMalaiTikka, DhaniyaMurg dishes with origins
from Northwest frontier especially undivided Punjab are the traditional authentic
offerings replicating exact cooking processes that were followed in the age they come
from. The beauty of these dishes not just lie
in their taste but also the way they weave
stories that arouse diner’s interest and sometimes even spark off an emotional connect
making them nostalgic.

go, the trends are formed and countertrends
come in. But that said, we must not forget
our roots. So if we talk of slow food, while
cities have seen this trend where the dishes
use local ingredients and traditional methods of cooking, they will always remain in
trend as it is in accordance with local culinary traditions. Similarly using high-quality
locally sourced ingredients- khidchi, daliya
and curd rice- will always remain in trend.

Q

Q

. Slow food, raw food, fair trade food
– there are a host of culinary trends
around at the moment. Do you see the future
bringing more of the same or a swing back
to our roots?
A. Absolutely yes, according to the need
of the time different food trends come and

You believe in taking risk or plan
beforehand
I always like to jump into the river
but before that, I like to know
the depth, temperature, and the
current. So I believe in calculated
risks.
Your high points
When I was chosen from India to
curate in-flight menu for Lufthansa
Your low points.
My going bald at an early age(
chuckles)

trendy travel trade with food & shop

What advice would you give home
chef?

A. India is such a diverse country, so my
advice is very simple, use local seasonal
ingredients and stay true to your roots.
Don’t play with authenticity but strive to be
creative and innovative

Favorite fashion industry leader.
No particular preference, I go with
my own comfort and style
Favorite Travel Trade industry
leader.
Mr. Rajiv Kaul, President, The
Leela Palaces, Hotels and Resorts
and Mr. Louis Sailer, General Manager, The Leela Palace New Delhi. I
look up to them for their discerning
business acumen and their focus
on ensuring that across the board,
teams stay focused on delivering an

extraordinary guest experience.
Which type of novels you love?
I am not an avid reader but prefer
reading about Ayurveda, health and
wellness
A movie that motivates you.
Baagban
How you spend your day on day off
I help my wife and family in daily
chores and like organizing my
home kitchen. I also try making
them something special.
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Culinary World
Chef Amit Chowdhury - Executive Chef, The Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai, shares about his journey
in an exclusive interview with T3FS.
• Tarsh Sharma

Q

. Tell us about your journey so far?

I initially did not want to be a chef.
Every parent wanted their child to be
either a doctor or an engineer at that time.
My marks were good enough to apply for
architecture. I had a friend of mine who
was keen on doing catering and convinced me to apply for the same. Out of a
whim, I filled the form for Hotel Management. My marks got me to Dadar Catering College and were called for admission
much before I could get an admission
to architecture. When I joined I was not
sure whether I wanted to become a chef.
But by the second year I started enjoying
cooking.
My passion for eating good food drove
me to also appreciate the art of cooking. My parents were supportive enough,
though they were initially disappointed.
I always wanted to join the Taj group of
hotels and got through the campus interview. I was selected for the Chefs Training Programme. For me, it was a dream
come true. My initial years were spent in
hard work and long duty hours. It was full
of learning which helped me in building
my foundation.
Today I feel a sense of pride being executive chef of The Taj Mahal Palace, a
flagship property. It means a lot and also
pressure goes with it and there is a lot of
expectation, both from guests and from
the company.
In short, the journey has been exciting,
adventurous, interesting & challenging.

Q

. What are the trademarks of your
cooking?

Fresh local ingredients, emphasis on
bringing out flavours and blending textures. Minimal carbon footprint. Eclectic
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& flavorful. Love to experiment with
different tastes and flavors.

Q

. What’s the modern kitchen gadget you couldn’t live without?

Sous vide machine & Thermomix.

Q

. What are your essential ingredients, the things you couldn’t live
without?
Essential lifesaving ingredients: sea
salt, onion & garlic. Also Fresh/good
quality local produce.

Q

. How important do you feel formal training is?

Formal training forms a solid foundation for any profession. For cooking,
it is extremely important. One cannot
master the art of cooking by learning from the internet. The basics of any
cuisine or style of cooking have to be
learned on the job and from an expert.

Q

. People have become very switched
on about food recently, with everyone talking about things like seasonal and
local produce. What excites you about
food now?

lettuces etc. Suppliers with import permits have started to stock “hard to get”
Sashimi grade fish and exquisite Japanese
herbs and vegetables. Certified Organic
local produce is also available freely.
All this makes a chef excited and
he can afford to get more creative and
experimental.

India has seen a spurt of growth in worldclass dining destinations over the recent
past. This has resulted and has been possible due to a growth in the supply chain
which is the backbone of this industry.
The farmers have started to experiment
with international produce viz, Mushroom varieties like Cepes, Trumpet and
Portobello, Microgreens, Edible flowers, artisanal cheeses, different types of
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Innovation Should Serve a Purpose

Chef Rahul Dhavale, Executive Chef, The Westin Mumbai Garden City, shares about the innovation in
the culinary world in an exclusive interview with T3FS.

• Tarsh Sharma

Q

.Please do share your journey as a Chef.

I studied hotel management at IHM
Mumbai and later was selected for the Postgraduate diploma in Kitchen management at
The Oberoi Centre of Learning and Development (OCLD), Delhi.
Upon successful completion of the same, I
worked with Oberoi Hotels and Resorts at
various locations within India for six years.
The stints within Oberoi group included
five-star luxury hotels, in-flight catering as
well as backwater cruiser in Kerala. Thereafter I worked in the US and on cruise ships.
I joined The Westin Mumbai Garden City in
2012 and became the executive chef in 2014
till present.

Q

.Where does your inspiration come
from?

Q

.What are the trademarks of your cooking?

My inspiration comes from travels, books,
ingredients and chefs and peers that I admire
for their contribution to cuisine.

I’m a stickler for top-quality produce, the
authenticity of ingredients, applying correct
cooking techniques and pairing ingredients
sensibly. In OCLD we were taught that the
approach to a particular cuisine was far more
important than the repertoire of dishes. This
is something I believe in wholeheartedly to
this day.

Q

.Do you find it a challenge to constantly
innovate?

Innovation should serve a purpose. if something doesn’t serve a purpose, it has to be
improvised. For this, you need a certain

re-imagination. Innovation is essential,
for example, if you are dealing with a
seasonal ingredient. It has a limited shelf
life. You need to find a way to maximize
flavours. In the context of menus, I have
observed that most of the time, diners
prefer to eat something that they are
comfortable with or relish their favourite
preparations – you need consistency more
than innovation.

Q

.Do you feel children are eating
more complex foods than before?
Do you think they are happier eating the
same food as mum and dad?
I think as the advent of technology
spreads and people are making wellinformed eating choices, children too,
are exposed to more food choices. For
example, young children now ask for
things such as sashimi or ramen that was
unheard of till a few years ago. No doubt,
it is complex. If the food is well executed, tasty and nutritious, then it’s only
better for everyone.

Q

.What are your essential ingredients, the
things you couldn’t live without?

In a kitchen, sea salt is vital to season food.
Some ingredients I particularly love to work
with: gondhorajlebu, jackfruit, scallions,
coriander, mint and mushrooms.

Q

. What advice would you give to others
when it comes to avoiding panic in the
kitchen?
Prior preparation prevents poor performance
– a saying that’s oft-repeated in kitchens.
Read a recipe at least twice before cooking.

Slice
of Life

Do you believe in taking risks or in
planning beforehand?
I believe in taking calculated risks. And
I always believe that planning beforehand is always the best strategy. That
way it allows you to create a backup
plan in case things go awry.
Your high points?
The feeling that I have the power within
me to make people happy through my
craft and the awareness of the blind trust
people place in chefs expecting them to
be fed well and memorable meals. That
is big responsibility all chefs must be
cognizant about.
Your low points?
None. Every choice I have made has to
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Use common sense as your guide.
Keep your work area immaculate. A cook’s
work area is a direct reflection of his/her state
of mind while cooking.

Q

.T3FS Magazine connects the dots
between tourism, hospitality and lifestyle markets and hence the readers would
love to hear a few words of encouragement
and heartfelt messages from what brings us
together.
Tourism, hospitality and lifestyle are very
interlinked – these form a triumvirate of
modern as well an aspiration lifestyle largely
valued by millennials. It is heartening that
T3FS brings a focused perspective on covering these topics.

lead me up to where I am. There is a lot
to learn up ahead.
Favorite fashion industry leader?
Anna Wintour and Ralph Lauren (his
brand of clothes appeal to my sensibilities)
Favorite Travel Trade industry
leader?
Brian Chesky of AirBnB.
Do you enjoy reading? What kind of
books do you love?
I am a voracious reader and I tend to
read two-three books at any point of
time. I love non-fiction. Books that
challenge my thinking, intelligent
authors, books about ideas that ignite
your minds, travels and biographies. In

fiction, I am a huge admirer of Haruki
Murakami.
A movie that motivated you?
It would be an injustice to single out a
particular movie. Rather than movies,
it’s the directors’ ability of storytelling
that influences my film watching. –
Akira Kurosawa, Sergio Leone, Francis
Ford Coppola, Quentin Tarantino,
Nancy Meyers, Kathryn Bigelow, Pedro
Almodovar to name a few. I am not a
fan of Indian movies.
How do you spend your day on a day
off?
By indulging in one of the above leisurely activities or dining out/meeting
friends.
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Simplicity - where flavour takes
center stage

Nishesh Seth - Executive Chef at Le Meridien Goa, Calangute, while speaking to T3FS share about key
issues of chefs journey in the kitchen.
• Tarsh Sharma

Q

.Please do share your journey as
a Chef.

I started my culinary journey back in
2008 and in my decade-long career,
I have had the opportunity to work
across the country in different capacities. From Jammu to Bangalore, I
have had the good fortune of working
at both business and leisure properties - learning a whole lot from the
varied landscape, culture and culinary
heritage and people in each city.

Q

.Where does your inspiration
come from?

Inspiration strikes me in the strangest
of places and I believe as a creative
person, one merely needs to keep their
eyes and mind open.

Q

.What are the trademarks of your
cooking?

Simplicity – where flavour takes
center stage. Fresh produce where the
culinary technique brings out the best
in the dish.

Q

.Do you find it a challenge to
constantly innovate?

of Life

Slice

Hospitality is fast evolving and the
only way to keep up is to embrace
change. The culinary world is dynamic and the only way to move
forward is to be innovative. It is not a
challenge when you enjoy the creative
process.
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Q

.Do you feel children are eating
more complex foods than before?
Do you think they are happier eating
the same food as mum and dad?

Children are very particular about
their food and each one behaves differently. However, it is our responsibility as adults to introduce young
kids to different flavours, ingredients
and cuisines so that they would be
more willing to try the food. Some
kids are happier eating what their parents eat as that helps them feel more
grown up. However, there are more
kids who eat only specific food.

Q

.What advice would you give to
others when it comes to avoiding
panic in the kitchen?
Kitchen has enough heat already, it is
then important for the people handling
the range to be calm and cool-minded.
My advice would be to be mindful
and practice pa
tience.

Q

.T3FS Magazine connects the
dots between tourism, hospitality and lifestyle markets and hence
the readers would love to hear a few
words of encouragement and heartfelt messages from what brings us
together.
T3FS combines travel, hospitality
and lifestyle so beautifully that it
brings three very important verticals
together, allowing for conversation
and collaboration. Thank you for what
you do.

Do you believe in taking risks or
in planning beforehand?
In this industry, meticulous planning helps a great deal to ensure
seamless operation.

Favorite Travel Trade industry
leader?
One of my favourite hospitality
leaders is our Chairman Mr. J.W.
Marriott who was a visionary.

Your high points?
I enjoy every day, for a hotelier no
two days are alike and each day is
a new experience.

Do you enjoy reading? What
kind of books do you love?
I do read and enjoy reading
fiction.

A movie that motivated you?
I am a big movie buff and watch a
lot of Bollywood movies.
How do you spend your day on a
day off?
I spend time with my family. My
wife and I try and catch up on
movies or shopping and the evenings is to spend with my daughter
doing what she enjoys.

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Meal Time – To Bonded and Knit Together
Chef Mayur Tiwari – Executive Chef, JW Marriott Pune, shares about his journey and experience in an
exclusive interview with T3FS.
• Tarsh Sharma

Q

.Share your journey as a Chef?

I was born in the princely state of Gwalior, a place well known for its Dawaatat Home.
Since childhood, I had a passion to serve
everyone and take a feedback about the food
I cooked. I played cricket and was chosen for
the district team. Later, I moved my forte to
culinary education. After completing my culinary degree in Mumbai, I started working as a
trainee under a Specialty Chef at Hyatt hotels.
It was my first job and I continued to work with
Hyatt International for approximately 9 years.
My culinary travels enriched me and I travelled
to destinations like Korea, Shanghai, Vietnam,
Thailand, Sri Lanka and Dubai to name a few.
Later I got the opportunity to join one of the
biggest hospitality companies in the world,
Marriott International. I grew well and experienced the opening and conversion of the hotels
in the Asia Pacific. As a part of the Culinary
Advisory Board for Asia Pacific, I have also
opened many Marriott properties in the last 3
years. I joined JW Marriott Pune in 2010.
We go through our careers and things happen to
us. Those experiences made me what I am.

Q

.Where does your inspiration come from?

My family life is what plays a large role
when it comes to being inspired with food.
Some of my fondest childhood memories were
family dinners. No matter how good or bad
our day went, at the end of it, we would all
sit together and savour the food served on the
dining table. I was always very happy to serve
all and most curious to take feedback of the
dishes sometimes, which were not even cooked
by me. Meal times, for me, were that special
time when we all bonded and knit together
with family and friends. That is when I decided
to get into the food industry and continue to
spread the euphoria.

ingredients can work best with what
is locally available and I try to infuse
these into our own menus. Keeping the
authenticity of the dish intact, I experiment with different looks which also
gives our guests something additional to
look forward to.

Q

.Do you find it a challenge to constantly innovate?

I would not call it a challenge, but I am
always eager to learn new things and I
am never afraid to ask questions. I use
this information to help improve on my
skills. As a Chef, I like to travel and
learn the uniqueness of every place.
Meeting new people, sharing thoughts
and listening to each other, helps me
come up with new creations.

Q

.Do you feel children are eating
more complex foods than before?
Do you think they are happier eating the
same food as mum and dad?
There are a plethora of options that children get
to choose from these days. They are also very
determined and mostly always know exactly
what they want. Today’s children are also quite
independent in their thought process and make
their own decisions. They love being treated as
adults and hence eating what their parents eat is
quite the norm these days. Of course, there will
always be favourites like burgers, pasta, fries,
ice-cream, etc., that feature on their list of
must haves, but increasingly we are noticing a
trend where children are surely more adaptable
to different palates and tastes than ever before.

Q

.What are your essential ingredients, the
things you couldn’t live without?

Q

.What advice would you give to others
when it comes to avoiding panic in the
kitchen?
I always believe that strong communication
with your team is the key to solving problems.
My most important advice is to be prepared
and strive for a perfect service. I encourage
my team to identify the issues and rationalize how best to avoid them. My mantra in the
kitchen is to “Deliver the Best”. When you
know something is not right, endeavour to get
it right. Delivering the right product avoids a
lot of panics.

T

3FS Magazine connects the dots between
tourism, hospitality and lifestyle markets
and hence the readers would love to hear a few
words of encouragement and heartfelt messages what bring us together.

I would have to say - SALT. When used in the
.What are the trademarks of your cooking? right proportion, salt will “bring out” the best
of a particular ingredient or a preparation. This The magazine covers the industry really well.
Travelling to different places inspires me
mineral has become inseparable in cooking
As always, I wish you good luck!
to come up with unique dishes. I try to see what
and storing food.

Slice
of Life

Q
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Do you believe in taking risks or in
planning beforehand?
Planning is a very good mantra for
success and it’s something I certainly
believe in.
Your high points?
I’m a very positive person and a good
team player.
Your low points?
I don’t like a lot of noise in my kitchen.
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Favourite fashion industry leader?
Farhan Akhtar
Do you enjoy reading? What kind of
books do you love?
Yes, it’s quite a recent hobby. I prefer
biographies.
A movie that motivated you?
Rocky Balboa

How do you spend your day on a day
off?
Good question. That’s the dedicated family time --- time to play with my kid.
How do you spend your day on a day
off?
By indulging in one of the above leisurely activities or dining out/meeting
friends.
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A Healthy Cooking for Healthy Life
Senior Sous Chef, Sunil Rathod, Golden Tulip Resort, Goa, shares about the effect of history which
plays an intrinsic part in food in an exclusive interview with T3FS.

• Tarsh Sharma

Q

Q

The earliest Indians, Harappans probably
ate mainly wheat, rice, millet, sorghum,
chickpeas and lentils. Often they ate fish
if they lived near the coast or a river.
They ate beef, pork, lamb goat meat, and
chicken. Rice, chicken and citron fruit
seem to have come from Thailand. Wheat,
chickpeas, lentils and lamb came from
West Asia. Indian cooks used many Central
Asian herbs and spices, like cinnamon,
cumin, cilantro (also called coriander), anise, and fennel. In Gupta period Hindus began to worship a Mother Goddess “Cows”
were sacred to her, so Hindus stopped
eating beef pretty much completely. Islam
also got a new drink – another food from
Africa: coffee. Introduction of coffee beans
from by Baba Budan to the hills of Chikmagalur in Karnataka which Arab traders
brought originally from East Africa. Coffee
became popular in India, but as the time
turn, we change our food habit and sources
of food due to immense change in climate,
cultivation and culinary habits. People
more immerse into food which grows fast.
Got fast cooking techniques, ingredients
given a twist to food trend and in nowadays it turns into modern food in which
we found the geographical and physical
change in product its depreciation of nutritional value.

Our almost tandoor dishes are based
on the same principles, slow roast
with basic spices, wood fire heat and
smoke, due to this food retained its
enrich aroma and taste.

. History plays an intrinsic part in
food – how has this affected what
they eat in India today?

Q. What similarities in cooking did you
find? Was it the simple way we now treat
our produce?

Slice
of Life

Wood fire cooking which gives a smoky
flavour to the dish is still popular with us,
ingredients cook from farm to fork give a
strength to Indian cooking which tied us
from our ancient roots of cooking. Authentic food from organic ingredients keeps
attached to our ethnic culture and cooking.
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. Will any of the dishes you
discovered be making their way
onto your restaurant menus?

Q

. Slow food, raw food, fair
trade food – there are a host of
culinary trends around at the moment. Do you see the future bringing
more of the same or a swing back to
our roots?
Particular I believe in slow food
which refers to promotes local food,
traditional cooking., it strives to
preserve traditional, regional cuisine
encourages farming of plants, seeds,
livestock characteristic of the local
ecosystem. At its heart is the aim to
promote local foods, traditional gastronomy and food production. Conversely,
this means an opposition to fast food,
industrial food production and globalization in our professional life we are promoting these factors by giving chance to these
small firms or local vendors who are doing
slow food merchandising. In term of raw
food it’s on high demand but risk factor is
attached with this so we need to take care
of this in term of uses and storage, fair
trade food is spread in all over the world
which give us a best culinary support by
providing fancy products but again I have
a strong faith that we will back to basics
and swing back to our roots because of
fragile life and nutrition of these easy
product .

Q

. What advice would you give home
chefs?

My first and last belief which I always love

You believe in taking risk or plan
beforehand.
I always plan before creating or experimenting my food, an evaluation of
nutrition of food after cooking and its
benefits always turn me into a well planner and a good culinarian.
Your high points.
Connecting with my roots, believe in
nature and its products, simple cooking
without killing a dish life is always a
definition of my cooking principles.
Your low points.
I am too emotional for my culinary life
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to share is use organic, local ingredients
to create traditional and healthy cooking
to make our life healthy and beautiful, our
roots come from ancient Ayurveda and
herbal cooking which we should stick to
the same.

Q

. T3FS Magazine connects the dots
between tourism, hospitality and lifestyle markets and hence the readers would
love to hear a few words of encouragement and heartfelt messages that bring us
together.
I believe yes, T3FS magazine is connecting
the bridge between these three terms, our
life is strongly connected with each other.
A good hospitality create a good lifestyle
and a good hospitality create a good tourism and for all these factors a good knowledge is required and for that T3FS is the
backbone who makes a strong triangle in
between hospitality, tourism and lifestyle.

and cooking, hardly I used to compromise on my culinary principles which
sometimes put me in troubles.
Favorite fashion industry leader.
Indigenous and Reformation brands belong to USA, these brands inspire me a
lot because they are 100% on trend ecofriendly clothing and no animal product
they used.
Favorite Travel Trade industry leader.
AIRBNB AND GOOGLE ….No caption
or specification requires for these leaders without owning a single hotel they
rule on world hospitality.

Which type of novels do you love?
Life is full of suspense and thriller so
to make myself strong love to read a
thriller and suspense novels.
A movie that motivates you.
Apocalypto. Creation by Mel Gibson..
never loose the hope in life.
How you spend your day on day off.
I am a natures boy so always try to
indulge into surrounding nature, a day
spend with beach or jungle with homely
food a piece of a novel makes my day
perfect.
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Exceptional Savoury Culinary Creations
For Chef Pradeep Waghmare Executive Chef at The Byke Group of Hotels & Resorts is the culmination
of a lifetime interest in food, coupled with enthusiasm to create and build from the best of all.
• Tarsh Sharma

H

e is the face behind the delicious
Pure Vegetarian food served at
‘Farm Fresh’, ‘Spice Lounge’,
‘Double Vision’ and their Banquets.
Born in Maharashtra in 1977, Chef
Pradeep brings a young, vibrant commitment to excellence and a refreshing downhome sensibility that shows the finesse of
a Chef of worldly experience and wisdom.
It was the perfect outlet, offering him the
chance to combine his love of creating
and building with his zeal for preparing
exceptional food.
Chef Pradeep started his career at Taj
Mahal Palace and Tower in 1995, an
acknowledgement of his natural talent. In
2003, he took up an offer abroad for better
prospects. In an effort to gain additional
experience and refine his passion Chef
Pradeep then took up an offer and joined
as Demi Chef the Partie at The Rodas Ecotel Hotel. Later, he got continuous promotions every year for his culinary skills and
worked for 11 and Half Years as a Senior
Sous Chef in Rodas and Meluha – The
Fern Hotel.
Over the years as a Chef he has got
professional experience in a range of
restaurants, training and knowledge of
Indian cuisines which include Punjabi,
Maharashtrian, Gujarati, Marwadi, South
Indian, Awadhi, Rampuri, Bengali and
other World Cuisine. He believes in creat-
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ing new combinations and experimenting
with upcoming trends and new flavours
while being careful not to compromise the
freshness and originality of the food he
prepares.
As an Executive Chef, he has access to
an incredible variety of the finest dishes
which allows him the freedom to be innovative when devising a new dish. He
creates exceptional savoury culinary creations that build the appetite from the first

bite to the last. His exceptional culinary
expertise, positive outlook and absolute
passion for this industry make him the
perfect Chef.
Passionate about reading, driving and
travelling, Chef Pradeep is also a loving
father to his sons and enjoys exercising
and listening to fulfil their dreams.
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No Cuisine as Diverse as Indian Food
Chef Justin Paul, Senior chef at The Golden Peacock, The Venetian Macao, shares about his cooking
world in an exclusive interview with T3FS.
• Tarsh Sharma

Q

.To begin tell us about your journey
so far?

I was born in Kerala, a food lover’s
paradise in South India. I always aspired
to work in the food and beverage industry
and spent a couple of years of my early
career working in a continental kitchen.
This is when I realized that there is no
cuisine as diverse as Indian food because
it is composed of amazing ingredients
mixed with an array of delicate spices.
I came to the conclusion that the same
spices in different ratios will bring out
entirely different flavors. It was exciting
to explore food from different regions of
India. I am still learning, as cooking is a
never-ending journey of discovery.

Q

.What are the trademarks of your
cooking?

After perfecting the flavors of every dish,
I then think of unique ways to present
these dishes in a modern way.

Q

.What are your essential ingredients,
the things you couldn’t live without?

Q

.Do you find it a challenge to constantly innovate?

The incredible spices that India and the
world have to offer.
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It is a challenge but positive feedback from guests inspires me to
constantly innovate and create.

Q

.Do you have anything special
planned for the coming Christmas and New Year?
For each and every season, we will
have a seasonal menu selection for
our customers.

Q

.Can you share a favorite
recipe?

Kandari Murgh Tikka – this is
one of our signature dishes at The
Golden Peacock. It is from our
capital city of India. We use amazing organic chicken, pomegranate,
baby beetroot, cumin seeds, coriander seeds, Kashmiri chilli, hung
curds and cashew nuts.

Q

.What advice would you give
home chefs who are inspired
by your style of cookery?
The more you practice the closer
you come to perfection. A dish
cooked from the heart always tastes better.

Q
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.T3F3 Magazine connects the dots
between tourism, hospitality and

lifestyle markets and hence the readers
would love to hear few words from you.
If you are passionate about cooking, you
should try and spread your wings to discover new flavors from around the world
to enhance the foods you love to cook.
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Appointment

Alila Yangshuo, China

A

lila Hotels & Resorts is pleased to announce the appointment of Ricardo Leal as the General Manager of Alila
Yangshuo, China. Drawing on over 20 years of experience in hospitality industry including strong credentials in food
and beverage, Ricardo will be responsible for all operations at this contemporary “retro” resort of 117 rooms and suites.
Prior to his appointment with Alila Yangshuo, his career has taken him to several locations including London, China,
Portugal and most recently Maldives.

Air France-KLM

A

ir France-KLM, a global leader in air-transport and member of the SkyTeam Alliance, announces the appointment
of Jean-Noel Rault as the new General Manager – Indian Sub-Continent. Taking office on August 1, 2018, JeanNoel will be responsible for accelerating the growth and strengthening the presence of Air France-KLM in the Indian
Sub- Continent. He will also drive the consolidation and extension of the company’s partnerships in the same geography.
Prior to being appointed the GM – Indian Sub-Continent, Jean-Noel was heading Air France-KLM’s business in Canada
as the Vice President and General Manager.

JW Marriott Hotel Bengaluru

J

W Marriott Hotel Bengaluru, city’s premium luxury property is elated to announce the appointment of Reuben Kataria
as the new General Manager of the Hotel. Reuben, a hotelier par excellence with over 23 years of experience comes
with expertise in all departments of hospitality. In his new role, he will oversee complete operations and management of
the hotel along with the senior leadership team. He has been associated with Hyatt Hotels & Resorts, India and The Oberoi
Group,where he held leadership roles. He began his journey with Hyatt Hotels in 1995 in the food & beverage department
and later moved onto be a part of The Oberoi Hotel and Resorts where he spent his last 10 years.

JW Marriott Maldives

M

arc Gussing has been appointed as the General Manager at JW Marriott Maldives. He is an outstanding hospitality
professional with over 20 years of illustrious industry exposure in the luxury segment. Marc has proficiently been
part of both city and hotel settings, corporate organisations and independent properties across the globe. In his role as
General Manager, he is responsible for achieving targets by developing and implementing strategic sales, marketing
plans and initiatives in the hotel's continuing effort to deliver outstanding guest service and financial profitability.Prior to
joining JW Marriott Maldives, Marc held the role as the General Manager at Minor Hotels in Maldives.

Radisson Blu Pune Hinjawadi

R

adisson Blu Pune Hinjawadi announce the joining of Ilandhirai Vadivel as Executive Chef. He is an experienced
Chef with a demonstrated history of working in the hospitality industry. Chef Ilandhirai has varied experience in
Hotels at a Management level. In his span of the carrier he has worked with various national and international brands
and has also worked in Dubai for a long span of time. Chef Ilandhirai would now be working at Radisson blu Pune
Hinjawadi as Executive Chef and would be responsible for taking the culinary delights to a different level.

Sarovar Hotels Pvt Ltd

S

arovar Hotels has announced the appointment of its new Public Relations Manager- Manisha. A highly motivated
individual and passionate PR person, Manisha has more than 5 years’ of experience in the field of Public relations and
has worked majorly for Luxury & lifestyle, travel & hospitality, Art and Culture. Prior to joining Sarovar Hotels Pvt Ltd she
has worked for International Tourism Board.
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The Westin Kolkata Rajarhat

A

capable, results orientated individual with experience of leading high performance teams, Rahul Maini has taken charge
of The Westin Kolkata Rajarhat as the General Manager. In a career span of over 20 years, Rahul Maini has proved
his impeccable performance across all the properties he’s been associated with, and has thus become a name to reckon with
in the Hospitality Sector. In his current role, as a General Manager of The Westin Kolkata Rajarhat, Rahul is all set
to focus on improving personalization and guest recognition, besides improving the competitive edge and re-strengthening
the brand presence. Additionally, Rahul will be seen formulating, administering, directing and coordinating all department
activities to develop and implement long-range goals to meet business and profitability growth objectives.

Renaissance Bengaluru Race Course Hotel

F

iroz Jangaria has been appointed as the General Manager at Renaissance Bengaluru Race Course Hotel. Firoz brings
a wealth of over 15 years’ experience, with expertise in hospitality operations and management. In his new role, he
will be responsible for overseeing the hotel operations and ensuring stellar standards of guest service with which the
Renaissance brand is associated. As head of the hotel, Firoz will be leading the executive team with strategic planning and
tactical management. Prior to this role, Firoz served as the General Manager-pre opening for Accor Hotels, where he was
responsible for hotel openings in India.

Sheraton Grand Bengaluru Whitefield Hotel & Convention Center

E

lroy Tulkar has been appointed as the Director of Operations at Sheraton Grand Bengaluru Whitefield Hotel & Convention
Center. With over a decade of experience in the hospitality industry, Elroy has worked in both the Indian and International
markets. In his role, he will oversee the day-to-day activities of the hotel and lead the management team in planning and
strategizing operational and administrational aspects. Prior to joining Sheraton Grand Bengaluru Whitefield Hotel and
Convention Center, he was Cluster Executive Assistant Manager - Food & Beverage, and Marketing, at Jumeriah Hotels - Al
Seef by Meraas Dubai.

The Westin Mumbai Garden City

T

he Westin Mumbai Garden City is pleased to announce the appointment of Hema Hariramani as the new Hotel Manager.
Hema Hariramani has had a long-standing career in hospitality of over 18 years. In her new role, Hema is responsible for
the seamless operational management of the hotel.Her expertise helps support theHeads of Departments, achieve and exceed
their revenue and guest satisfaction targets. With a professional yet friendly work ethic, she leads the team by example and
ensures they deliver exceptional guest service. She promotes a teamwork environment with effective and clear communication
amongst the associates.

Courtyard by Marriott Pune Chakan

C

hef Murali Velan has joined Courtyard by Marriott Pune Chakan as Executive Sous Chef. With more than 12 years
of experience in the culinary department, Chef Murali Velan comes with a comprehensive skill set and knowledge
in Kitchen Operations. Murali has recently joined Courtyard by Marriott Pune Chakan as the Executive Sous Chef.
His earlier assignments include Courtyard by Marriott Chennai, Hablis Chennai and Club Mahindra Holidays. Murali
expertise in the Culinary domain of hospitality industry and his roles and responsibilities include the in-room dining,
restaurant (s), banquet event operations and hotel’s overall culinary operations.
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Indian Fine Dining menu in Auckland

C

hef and restaurateur Sid Sahrawat
reveals a bold new menu direction
for his award-winning fine dining
establishment, Sidart, located in the heart of
the city of Auckland, New Zealand.

his latest menu evolution.

The reinvented menu continues to
showcase best of New Zealand’s produce,
but in a contemporary Indian format that is
a more formal and precise execution of the
cuisine currently offered at the popular sister
restaurant, Cassia.

The new dishes are imbued with the
creative, mouth-watering flair diners have
come to expect from Sahrawat’s kitchen and
team of talented chefs. The new menu offering
includes (but is not limited to) kingfish,
scampi, cultured cream, daikon;hapuka,
mustard seeds, tamarind, almond; pork jowl,
butternut, wild garlic, Goan flavours and
for a sweet finish, green apple, saffron, dill,
passionfruit.

Inspired by the diversity of India’s
regional cuisines, spices and flavours, the
menu elegantly fuses locally sourced produce,
with Sahrawat’s attention to detail evident at
every turn. His love for his hometown and his
childhood memories serve as an influence in

Sahrawat says, “The evolution at Sidart
reflects my identity as a chef, the journey
growing up in India to starting my first
restaurant Sidart nine years back. Its new
reincarnation showcases my metamorphosis
from an Indian chef cooking kiwi food to a

kiwi chef who incorporates his love for Indian
flavours with his passion for Kiwi produce.”

World’s first Semi-Submerged Art Gallery,

A

ccorHotels’ first and only Fairmont Resort
in the Maldives launches the world’s first
semi-submerged art gallery, created by
renowned underwater naturalist and artist Jason
deCaires Taylor.
Situated around the pristine atoll where
Fairmont Maldives Sirru Fen Fushi is the sole
hotel, the sculpture Coralarium is a semisubmerged tidal gallery space that exhibits a series
of sculptural artworks on the skyline. Homage
to the abundant sea life and pristine coral house
reef surrounding this world-class resort, this is the
Maldives’ first and only coral regeneration project
in the form of an Underwater Art Installation.

humbling thing about what we do is that once
we submerge the sculptures they’re not ours
anymore. As soon as we sink them, they belong
to the sea and nature takes over,” said Jason
deCaires Taylor. “The Coralarium is a place of
preservation, conservation and education. Together
with the resort we hope to raise awareness for the
protection of Maldivian coral reefs. I want to see a
better future for the ocean, for people to see it as a
delicate place, worthy of our protection.”

between our resort and the destination to encourage
sustainable tourism,” said Patrick Basset, Chief
Operating officer AccorHotels Upper Southeast &
Northeast Asia and the Maldives. “This artwork
provides a portal for our guests to engage with the
area’s fabled natural wonders while enjoying the
renowned Fairmont hospitality.”

Both AccorHotels and the Fairmont brand have
a strong reputation globally for sustainable tourism
and are committed to improving the well-being
of local communities and ecosystems wherever
they operate and addressing the environmental
With his large following and international
impacts of their operations. Fairmont is renowned
influence in media and environmental conservation,
for capturing the heart of a destination through
Jason deCaires Taylor’s collaboration with
community engagement and memorable guest
Fairmont Maldives Sirru Fen Fushi creates an ideal
experiences.
global platform to showcase the fragile beauty of
“Taylor's art focuses on the natural beauty of
the Maldives and our oceans.
the location, creating an extraordinary linkage
“Over the years I have realized that the really

Ginger expands its Footprint in Noida

G

inger is pleased to announce
the signing of a new hotel in
Noida, New Delhi’s satellite
city. It will be the third Ginger in Noida.
The Ginger portfolio has 45 operating
hotels with 9 hotels in the pipeline.
Deepika Rao, Managing Director
and Chief Executive Officer, Ginger
said,“One of the most modern cities
in India, Noida is a commercial hub
with presence of some of the world’s
largest international companies.We
are delighted to partner with Admired
Height Projects Private Limited and
expand our presence in Noida.”
The new Ginger hotel is a
Greenfield project slated to open in
2021. The hotel will have 119 rooms,
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an all-day diner, a meeting room and a
fitness centre. The hotel will be housed
in Paras One 33 a one stop mixed use
destination on Noida Expressway in
Sector 133.It is conveniently located
just a short drive from Greater Noida,
Akshardham Temple and with close
proximity to major IT hubs.
Ginger is a part of The Indian
Hotels Company Limited (IHCL)
brandscape.With two existing hotels
in Sector 63 and the addition of
this new hotel in Sector 133 (Noida
Expressway), Ginger will have a
combined inventory of about 300
keysin Noida. This takes the count to
15 hotels in the IHCL portfolio in the
National Capital Region.
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Science of Architecture:

Vastu Shastra

Vastu Shastra is the ancient Indian science of architecture and goes about as a guideline to
planning your home and office in the way that improves positive vitality.
• Vedika Sharma

V

astu Shastra is a collection of ideas and
concepts, which are believed to improve
the energies of the place when applied
to its design or architecture, thereby positively
affecting an individual’s life. The discipline also
helps an individual live in balance with the five
elements of nature – earth, water, air, fire and
space.

Vastu for the main door
of the home
Vastu Shastra has great importance for entrance
door in a home, as this is the place from where
energies, either positive or negative, enter and
exit a house.

Do’s
• The main door should be bigger than any
other door in the house and should open in a
clockwise manner.
• A wooden and marble door is considered
most auspicious for the main entrance.

Vastu Shastras incorporate traditional Hindu
and in some cases Buddhist beliefs. Vastu Shastra
is the textual part of Vastu Vidya, the latter being
the broader knowledge about architecture and
design theories from ancient India. Vastu Vidya
knowledge is a collection of ideas and concepts,
with or without the support of layout diagrams
that are not rigid.
Here we will discuss the Vastu shastra for Home
and Office.

Vastu Shastra for Home
For a house to become a home, it needs to
radiate the right kind of energy. According to a
number of traditional beliefs, each home comes
with its own energy type. A person dwelling in
a house comes under the influence of a specific
energy field, which in turn influences him in one
way or the other. Therefore it’s very crucial to
understand the link between the healing art of
Vastu and our homes in honing positivity and
good vibes.
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• A clean house, especially the main entrance,
attracts positive energy.
• Decorate the main door with divine symbols
like Om, swastika, cross, etc., and put
rangolis on the floor, as they are considered
auspicious and invite good fortune.
• The main door should be well-lit in the
evening.
• Decorate the entrance with green plants, if
there is space.
• Always put up a nameplate. A metal
nameplate is recommended if the door is in
the north or west direction. Use a wooden
nameplate, if the door is in the south or east
direction.
• The main door should open at 90 degrees,
without any obstacles in the way.
• Make sure that main door is noise free while
opening or closing.

• The sitting arrangement for the head of
the family should be in the East or North
direction.
• If there is a mirror in the room, ensure it is
placed on the north wall

• Immediately replace cracked or aged doors to
avoid the tough time and loss of respect.

• A living room should have easy access to the
sunshine. It is good for family health and a
source of warmth.

Make sure that the total number of door and
windows in a house are even number like 2,4 etc
and not end with 0 like10, 20, 30 etc.

• A living area of your home should be clutterfree. The living room should not be overfurnished.

• Do not keep dustbins, broken chairs or stools,
near the main door.

• Paintings like running horses, rising sun, rock
mountain, bamboo, waterfall, flying birds etc.
gives good vibes.

Don’t

• Never place a mirror opposite to the main
entrance, which reflects the main door, as it
will cause the energy to bounce back.
• Do not light red light at the main door
entrance.
• The Main door should not be facing directly
to another home’s main entrance.
• Avoid any shadows on main door especially
shadows of other buildings, plants etc.
• Do not use black color for the main door.
• The main door should not be facing any
religious place or temple.
• Obstructing things like poles, trees, wires
etc, in front of the main entrance should be
avoided.

Don’t

• Portraits of women, animals, birds, scene
of war should never be displayed in a living
room.
• A painting showing depression should not be
placed on a wall.
• Air-conditioner or cooler should not in the
South-east.
• Northeast corner of a living area should be
avoided for keeping shoes, old newspaper and
unwanted things.

more important for the bedroom, where one
retires to escape from the worries of the world
and have a tension-free sleep. Thus, bedrooms
also acquire Vastu characteristics to ensure
harmony in the house.

Do’s

• The main door of the bedroom that opens into
the bedroom should be installed in such a way
that it opens fully or at least ninety degrees so
that positivity can flow freely into the room.
• Upon entering the bedroom, the first
thing that should be in your line of sight
is something that gives you the feeling of
peace and serenity. This could be a family
photograph, a favourite quote, painting,
sculpture or even flowers that enhance
positive emotions.
• It is advised that you sleep with your head
towards the south.
• A mirror on the wall opposite the foot of your
bed can disturb your sleep. You release stress
during your sleep and a mirror tends to hold
the stress and reflect it back, affecting you
when you wake up. Move the mirror to the
side of the bed or cover it at night for a more
restful and refreshing sleep.

Don’t

• The main door of the bedroom that cannot
open fully brings brakes and hurdles in life.

Vastu for Bedroom
Relying on Vastu for living in perfect harmony
and keeping problems at an arm's length is even

• When you sleep with your head towards the
north, these two positive polarities repel each

Vastu for a living room
In every home, the living room is a place for
gathering. Whether you are entertaining guests or
spending time with the family, the living area is
the chosen spot in the house for getting together.
It’s important that the room should be filled with
positive energy, so that family members and
guests feel relaxed.

Do’s

• The East and North are best directions for a
living room.
• The furniture should be square or rectangular.
• Air-conditioner or cooler should be placed in
West direction.
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other, disrupting the flow of blood, affecting
your sleep and health.
• Exposed beams or slanted ceilings are
symbols of oppression as they create a jarring
effect on the energy flow.
• Try not to sleep in direct alignment with sharp
corners (tables, chairs, stools).

Vastu for Kitchen
The kitchen is an integral part of any Indian
household—the source of our day-long energy.
Every single appliance that finds pride of place
in your kitchen is important, and if it is placed
according to the principles of Vastu, can ensure
that positivity prevails.

Do’s

• It would be ideal if the kitchen was made in
the south-east corner of the house.
• The cooking gas is almost as essential as
the placement of the kitchen in the house.
Therefore, it too should be in the south-east
direction. This is because when a person
cooks food they should be facing to the east
only.
• Sinks and taps in the kitchen indicate flowing
water. They should be placed in the north-east
direction and away from the cooking stove.
This is because fire and water are opposite
elements and they repel each other.
• If the kitchen houses the refrigerator then it
should be placed in the south-west direction
but be kept at least a foot away from the
corner.
• Windows are important too as Vastu Shashtra
says that one or two windows in the kitchen
are a must! An air hole or an exhaust is a
must and it should be placed in the east in the
kitchen.
• The storage cupboards should be made on the
southern or western walls in the kitchen.
• Drinking water vessels, be it an earthen pot,
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filter, RO, pitcher etc. these should be placed
in the north-east side.
• Ceramic tiles, marble or mosaic are great
options for kitchen flooring. They are
practical too as they are hard, impermeable
and of course, resistant to scratches.
• Ensure that your kitchen doesn’t share a wall
with the toilet or bathroom.
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Don’t
• Avoid placing the refrigerator in the northeast direction.
• Electronic appliances should never be placed
in the north-east direction.
• Avoid the north and east side walls for the
storage cupboards.
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• Avoid toilets in the center of the home
• Toilets should not be near the kitchen

Vastu for Dining room
The dining area is directly related to the health,
harmony as well as the prosperity of the family.
A good dining room, which has been made using
Vaastu principles, often brings strength to all
members of the family.

• Ensure that the kitchen is never made below a
bathroom or toilet.

• Toilets and bathrooms in a home must be
separate and not attached.

• Avoid using the colour black in the kitchen

• Construct toilet 1-2 feet higher than ground
level

Vastu Shastra for
Washroom

• Build toilets in the West or North-West side of
the room depending on the place of the toilet

Placement of toilet in a home is essential for the
health and wealth. The bathroom is an essential
section of the house. Toilets and bathrooms are
a major source of negative energy if they are not
built as per the rules and guidelines of Vastu.

Do’s

• You can have entrance door of the toilet on
East or North wall
• Fit the pot, in the toilet, in such a way that
while using the commode the person never
faces East or West

Don’t

Do’s
• It is always good to have the dining room,
nearer the kitchen or even attached to it.
• Dinning should be either at the Southeast
corner or the Northwest corner or even
Northeast corner of the house.
• The dining table should ideally be in a square
or rectangular shape.
• People at the dining table should never face
south while taking a meal.
• The master of the house should occupy the
most important chair which is at thesouthwest
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side facing north or east.
• Use of colours like green, orange as well as
yellow is highly recommended in the dining
area.
• The display of sad art has no place in the
dining area.
• It is beneficial to use a mirror in the dining
room. It also stimulates energy flow, which in
turn stimulates conversation.

Don’t

• Avoid using any shade of grey or brown in
the dining area. Any painting placed near the
dining area should be cheerful and attractive.
• Avoid placing a dining table below the
beam. Overhead beam carries the burden of
the whole building structure, which causes
pressing down the luck.
• A dining room should be free of distraction
including televisions, clutter, and large
amounts of tabletop decor.
• Avoid having the dining room seen from the
front door. This can cause a loss of wealth.

Vastu Shastra tips for
Business
• Broad from the front and narrow at the back,
are considered ideal for commercial such as
office or factory purpose.
• The main door or entrance should always be
in the East or North direction.
• All electrical equipment must be positioned in
the South-east.
• Pantry, if any in the business house should be
located in South-east.
• Room of owner must be in South-west and
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person must sit facing North.

business is from South-west to North-east.

• Staff, if any in the business must be given
room in the North-west.

• Ensure that North-eastern part of the business
must be open and clean.

• Locker room should be in the South-west but
locker must open facing North.

• Use of orange, royal blue, yellow, white or
green is highly recommended in the meeting
room. Gray tends to emit negativity and can
create that feeling in the atmosphere. The
colour red represents aggression, untidiness
and conflict.

• Parking should be given in the North-western
side.
• Guard’s room must be in the North-west and
do not ever given room near South-west.
• Heavyweight or machinery etc should be
located in the South-west direction.

• When it is internal office meeting, the chief
should occupy the chair at southwest & other
participants to face east or west direction.

• Proper direction for the production process in
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Do It Neon Way
Feeling like a damsel in distress
as you have been dressing off the
hook all day long. At that point
simply dump that dismal state of
mind and cheer yourself by going
down the world of fond memories
contemplating the motion pictures
of the 1980's. Yes, you got me
absolutely right as this may
actually work wonders for you by
letting you out of that discouraging
disposition and supplement your
mind with crowds of thoughts in
order to what is to be set in your
closet this season.
• Vedika Sharma
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be reminding you of Katy Perry's song roar it
loud in which she steals the hearts with her pink
pump and her pink-neon lipstick. So do it Katy
Perry style but you certainly don't have to sing
let her roar like her to grab the eyeballs onto
you as the neon itself is going to take care of
that.

W

ell, the neon is there to stay. Being
chic and energetic these are the best
choice for the rebellious generation
of the twenty- first century. This bold, electric
and bright family of colors can make you look
like an absolute diva if experimented in the right
manner. Here's an itinerary of how to go about
the whole look. Neon has everything in store
for the age group of all kinds and categories
of all sorts starting from a fashion freak to a
homemaker. Opting for neon is a fun, quirky
and bold way to inject those serious colors in
your wardrobe as well as your house.

Neon clothes-Once you have experimented
with the neon range of accessories than its time
to take a leap forward by slipping yourself into
the neon outfits. Try out the trousers, shirts.
t-shirts, hot pants and even the sheer tops in
neon to give a sexy and sensuous appeal to the
entire look. Playing with these tacky colors can
create magic in your overall look. You can give
it the Hindustani touch by draping the gratifying
six-yard wrap i.e. the saree and be as gorgeous

First of all, we take a pick at the cool chick
next door. Here a guideline of blending neon
into your lifestyle. This guideline restricts itself
not only to the beautiful only but is also all the
handsome men out there.
Neon accessories-If you aren't the
experimental types and wish to create a buzz
then this should definitely be the first option that
you should hook onto. The vivacious bangles,
nail paints, bracelets, earrings, neck-pieces are
all here to stay. Do not forget to pick up neon
lipsticks to make those juicy lips appear more
kissable than ever before. Simply team it up
with plain shades of white, sky blue, turquoise,
beige or for that matter any other color that you
think with make the entire combo stand out
and be a show stealer. All this talk here must
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yet twenty-four into seven employed
homemakers.
Not just this you can make every hook and
cranny of your home sweet home stand out
strikingly by adding neon in spurts with an
accent piece here and there .You can transform
your home into a more welcoming place by
digging your hands into a huge variety of neon
like the end tables, desk accessories, couches,
duvet covers. You can make your washrooms a
little more attractive by placing neon containers,
hanging neon towels or by simply coat your
walls in neon. The ambiance of your entire
niche can be modified by experimenting with
neon lights. Ensure that every angle of your
rooms looks spectacular by investing in lamps
of neon in geometrical shapes or simply in a
bright color. Serve those delicacies right by
offering them on neon trays. Keep a track of the
time and let moments of eyeballs being struck
on that timepiece be thereby putting on the
watches in shades of neon.
The fashion freak versus the homemaker:
So if you have the guts to experiment and the
zeal to look as glamorous as the fashion divas

of Bollywood then hunt for the neon look
from loud pastel hues to rich floral patterns. Be
the muse to designers like Rohit Bal, Manish
Malhotra, Rocky S and the list goes on. Get a
beauty that glows in those vibrant and vivacious
colors. Not only this if you are more of a
homemaker and less of fashion freak then also
you can set your eyeballs on the diverse variety
of home items available in neon to make the
house look like a fairyland. So stop wasting
even the minutes of the time and just get ready
to try that daring and capture the very essence
of this look both in your wardrobe as well as
your home decor. So it's basically a challenge
to be accepted both by the fashion freak and the
homemaker. Let us see who pulls it out in the
best manner and wins the race.
To sum it up let me remind you that all of
us differ in terms of our personalities. We are
united on different fronts but our cultures and
lifestyles are different from each other to get
all set to display that difference with colors of
neon. And be like the music that gives color to
the moment by spreading your aura wherever
you go. So the mantra says, "Do it neon way".

as Deepika Padukone and steal all those
batameez dils (hearts) around you.
Neon footwear-Last but not the least is the
neon footwear. Complete the head to toe look
dipping your delicate feet in neon. Check out for
some cool neon footwear in the form of stilettos,
wedges, flats, gladiators and the list goes on and
on. You can also give it a desi -touch by trying
out the kolhapuri's in neon.
Now shifting our focus from the fashion
freak to the home-maker, we talk of trends that
are sure to make people be a copycat and steal
ideas from your house as it can be the best
place to borrow ideas from to make their house
appealing to the masses like yours.
A house is not made by bricks but by the
dedication and love of a homemaker. So here we
arrive giving some tip off's to the unemployed
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Prediction for August 2018
Poonam Sethi

“The more you give, the more you receive” is the motto of renowned
Tarot card reader and holistic healer, Poonam Sethi, lives by. She
has studied Feng Shui and Tarot card reading at several institutions
across the globe and has, through extensive self-study, practice and
perseverence, mastered the art of guiding people frm the present into
the future to precision.
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ARIES :-This is not a good time to push for
results, scrutinize situations, or move to a new
location. Others will have the upper hand, so
don’t make waves or force confrontation. You will
feel like an emotional garbage dump and will be
unable to get an idea across or attain that which
you want or need, but in time you will find an equitable solution.
Don’t forge ahead blindly. Slow down, plan carefully, and proceed
with caution. Get a second opinion if necessary.
Lucky Color:- Mustard
Lucky Number :- 6
Lucky Gemstone :-Quartz

TAURUS :-You will have luck in a new
business enterprise, and income thought lost will
be retrieved, or reinstated. Let go of situations
that no longer serve a purpose in your evolution.
You will be worried about your finances because
of a sudden loss or severance of income. You will come to the full
realization that your relationship, as you have known it, has come
to an end…and its over.
Lucky Color:- Lilac
Lucky Number :- 8
Lucky Gemstone :- Aquamarine

GEMINI :-Luck will be with you in
transforming negative situations into positive
ones. You’ll have to confront someone in order
to collect money that should have been paid to
you, or to regain ownership or get the paperwork
moving, and it will be a delicate situation.
Someone from the past will say hello and good bye- will come
into your life and then go right out. Work on yourself and don’t
be afraid to air your fears or let your “demons” surface. Confront
them head on.
Lucky Color:- Black
Lucky Number :- 3
Lucky Gemstone :-gemstone: Ruby

CANCER :-An offer is about to be presented
if you don’t feel right about it or it isn’t enough,
don’t sell yourself short or settle for less. There
is something better on the horizon. Finances or
financial arrangements will be discussed and
mutually agreed upon and business profits will begin to increase.
A lonely or unhappy soul is going to enter your life that will offer
to take care of you, or propose some type of living arrangement.
This could be someone who is already married. You will buy or
get something for the home or for use within the home, something
you’ve been waiting for or wanting.
Lucky Color:- White
Lucky Number :- 4
Lucky Gemstone :- Moonstone
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Astro Speaks

LEO:- You’re going to experience a new
beginning and improved conditions, which will
help you to regain a sense of peace, emotional
balance, and/or power in your life or career.
Expect a delay or foul-up with money matters
or contractual agreements, but the receipt of
a certain letter will tilt the scales in your favor. You will feel
betrayed or abandoned by your partner and a divorce or parting of
the ways in your relationship is imminent.
Lucky Color :- Burgundy
Lucky Number :- 2
Lucky Gemstone :-Citrine

VIRGO :- You will be unhappy with the status
of your work and will want things to change or
improve. Don’t worry about your finances. You’ll
make money in the long run and your prospects
for the future look even better. You’ll feel that
you’re bound to another through an emotional link
or Karmic tie and that even if you wanted to let go you couldn’t.
You will be pleased about a new and promising opportunity or the
birth of a new talent or career potential.
Lucky Color :- Parrot Green
Lucky Number :- 9
Lucky Gemstone :- Emerald

LIBRA :-Strife, conflict, confusion, and
despair over old wounds or grudges will cease
to exist. You will be paid that which is owed
or due to you, but will feel short-changed or
cheated. You could have physical premonitions
of that which is to come, or be subject to strange
sensations, sleeping disorders, or lumps, bumps or cysts. You are
going to be disillusioned and disappointed in a relationship you
thought would work but didn’t.
Lucky Color :-Turquoise
Lucky Number :- 1
Lucky Gemstone :- Sapphire

SCORPIO :- Partnerships will have to be put
on ice, and the future will look very uncertain.
You’ll have discussions about upcoming mergers
and business projects. A public-speaking job may
also be offered. Mixing business with friendship
could prove to be a bad idea now. Someone you were thinking
about is going to call (could be a lover or two).
Lucky Color :-Steel Grey
Lucky Number :- 2
Lucky Gemstone :- Diamond

SAGITTARIUS :- Projects will be a “go”.
Expect a positive response or “yes” answer. A
letter containing money from the past could also be
indicated. You will experience improved conditions
in the form of a money judgment, payment on an
investment, or profit sharing. You will be remembering an old
love and feeling very nostalgic for the way things were or how
you used to feel when you were in love, and will wish with all
your heart that you could feel that way again. You will have dizzy
spells or health problems caused by stress or your diet.
Lucky Color :-Orange
Lucky Number :- 7
Lucky Gemstone :- Blue sapphire

AQUARIUS :- You’ll begin a new
enterprise, which will afford you the opportunity
to work with or teach the public on a grander
scale, and if you’ve been thinking about leaving
your current job or taking a leave of absence,
in time you will. The unexpected arrival of a
desired situation before the desire was expressed
is going to make you very happy. If your relationship serves you
or your growth, you will stay together. If it does not, you’ll let
it go and move on. As time goes by, you’ll be waiting for all the
pieces to fall into place.
Lucky Color :- Brown
Lucky Number :- 9
Lucky Gemstone :- Tourmaline
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CAPRICORN :- You will experience
temporary blocks to your progress with nothing
really going on, or may be unemployed at the
present time, but things will improve considerably
and you’ll have more work than you can handle
(or want). You are going to acquire money from
more than one source. You’ll wonder if you’ll ever have the
relationship you want because in your mind, it seems that no
matter what you try to do, you never manage to achieve results.
Your in-laws will be a burden you won’t want to deal with, or a
separation in the family will cause unhappiness.
Lucky Color :-Lemon yellow
Lucky Number :- 5
Lucky Gemstone :- Ruby

PISCES :- You will be considering a new
partner for future ventures rather than sticking
with your current one. You will be writing a
book or working on a new concept or project.
Money will soon be received for artistic, creative,
or inspired ventures. You can expect a happy
union, and if you’ve had problems in the past, tensions or
misunderstandings will be resolved. This could also indicate a
marriage or live-in arrangement.
Lucky Color :- Peacock Blue
Lucky Number :- 6
Lucky Gemstone :- Emerald
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New Shades of Thai Beaches

Thai beaches are open to everybody and have diverse shades for
everyone to indulge in. Every beach has its own uniqueness.
Separated sea and nail-shaped islands or, here at Koh Talu, you will
enjoy an assorted mix of sceneries including the rainforests, high
cliffs and shallow coral reefs that are nature’s mesmerizing creations.
There are a million shades of Thailand waiting for you to discover.
We are open, are you?
Tourism Authority of Thailand
New Delhi: (91 11) 4674 1111, tatdel@tat.or.th | Facebook: www.facebook.com/TAT.newdelhi
www.tourismthailand.org | www.tourismthailand.in (India)
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168-A, Somdutt Chambers II, 9, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi - 110066,
Tel. :+91- 9899359708, 9999683737, travokhohlidays@gmail.com, www.travok.net
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